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Cash Crop Harvest Season Getting Into Full Swing
CORN HARVEST — Calloway County farmer Jimmy D. Butterworth, Route 1, Murray, (foreground) watches as his
son Ricky picks corn in a 60 acre field outside Lynn Grove. Standing with Butterworth is Randy McMillen, a 
grain
truck driver. Butterworth is one of many county farmer who are harvesting fall crops this week.





Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 14, 1977
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledgef di Times Staff Writer
Calloway County's farmers are
expected to gather in over 28,000 acres
of corn and some 60,000 acres of
soybeans as the fall harvest season
mo% es into full swing during the next
two weeks.•
Per acre production of corn is
expected to be down from last year's
near record yield. The county's
farmers are also facing dropping prices
on corn, almost a dollar lower this fall
compared to Last year.
"We'll average somewhere around 80
bushels per acre," County Extension
Agent Ted Howard told the Murray
Ledger and Times Tuesday. "Last year
our per bushel yield went over 100,
about 106." But, the 80 bushel
prediction this year will he par for the
county's farmers, who usually pick 75-
110 bushels per acre, Howard said.
Howard indicated most of the
county's growers have started picking
corn and some have begun harvesting
one of the county's other cas‘ Crops —
soybeans.
"They're beginning a little early on
soybeans. The harvest looks like it will
be a normal yield. . . there are not as
many pods on the soybeans," the
extension agent said.
An erratic summer weather pattern
didn't hurt the soybean crop like it did
the corn acreage, Howard said.
"Apparently the hot, dry weather didn't
hit the beans at a critical stage like it
did the corn."
Many farmers are having to deal with
downed corn due to stalk rot that
occurred after the excessive hot, dry
conditions in July, Howard said.
One county farmer, Jimmy
Butterworth, Route 1, Murray, whawas
picking a 60 acre field Monday,
indicated he confronted the "downed
corn" problem. Regardless,
Butterworth predicted an almost 100
pre acre yield on the Lynn Grove
acreage. Butterworth farmed over 370
acres this year.
Calloway County's soybean crop is
valuable, an over $12,000,000 cash crop
this year, according to Howard. Ten
years ago, he added the county's
farmers harvested just under 1,500
acres of beans.
The county's farmers are also
beginning to harvest two other cash
crops here, dark fired and burley
tobacco.
Dark fired tobacco, over 1,700 acres
of it last year, brought record prices,
over $3.5-million. Howard is predicting
a healthy 1977 yield.
The 1976 burley tobacco crop, over 70
acres; averaged over $110,000.
Farmers locally harvested some
12,000 acres of wheat this year. "We
expect them to back off this year,
maybe to 9,000 or 10,000, although I
don't think they ought to," Howard
said. He indicated winter wheat helps
preserve field moisture for a later crop
of soybeans or corn.
Most farmers locally will aim for
three crops in two years, corn, wheat
and soybeans.
Along with average to good yields on
most county crops, farmers are facing
fluctuating prices, especially on corn.
With prices down, some farmers are
storing their grain, anticipating a
healthier market later. Current prices
on corn, Howard said, are about $1.50 to
$1.75 per bushel, wheat is down to about
$1.80 to $1.90.
"Many of our farmers are depressed
now. With the prices down, their
enthusiasm and frame of mind is not
good," Howard said.
Dairy farmers, who for the last two or
three years have dealt with high feed
prices, can now breathe a little easier,
Howard mentioned.
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The cast of the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre's
production of the world's longest
running mjcal "The Fantasticks"
has been sele ed. After an entire week-
end of audij,6ns and some very tough
casting d isions, director Richard
Valentine said, "I believe we have an
excellent cast; one that is strong in
ability as well as ambition."
The cast, which started rehearsing
Monday evening for its October 13, 14,
15, ;rid 16th show dates, is made up
entirely of people from the community.
"Our cast is a well rounded group of
people," said musical director Hank
Bannon. "The cast includes three high
school students, three college students,
an attorney, and a detective," he said.
Tom Scott, Commonwealth's
detective, will take the role of El Gallo;
Kathy May, a senior at Murray High,
will play Luisa; Dan Stallings, a
sophomore and former football player
at Murray State University, will play
Matt; Bill Phillips, a lawyer, will play
Hucklebee; Mark Wilson, a freshman
and voice major at Murray State, will
play Bellomy; Bill Crittenden, also a
Murray State University student, will
play the Old Actor; Richard Simon, a
. student at Murray High School, will
play the Mari Who Dies; and Mike Pitts
of Murray High School, will play the
Mute.
The show, which will play each
evening at 8:00 p.m. will be highlighted
by a variety of musical instruments.
The production will be staged inside the,
Old Freight Depot located on Railroad
Avenue. Reserve tickets will be
available.
Production committee chairman
Ellen Spencer announced that the
theatre is in need of any costumes that
local community people would like to
contribute to the costume department.
"We do not want merely old clothes;
See THEATRE
Page 16-A, Column I
REHEARSALS BEGIN—The first rehearsal for the Co
mmunity Theatre's
production of "The Fantasticks" got underway Monday 
evening. The show,
which will run October 13, 14, 15 and 16, will be s
taged inside the Old
Freight Depot on Railroad Avenue. Musical Director H
ank Bannon is shown
with part of the cast of the musical 'The Fant
asticks." From left to right are
Tont Scott, Hank Bannon, Dan Stallings, and Kat
hy May. Not pictured are
Bill Pillips, Mark Wilson, Bill Crittenden, Richard S
imon, and Mike Pitts who
are also in the production. 
Photo by Kaye Peebles
inside today
Two Sections-24 Pages
Jan Wilson has discovered that some of the best parties
given by she and her husband, Dr. Bill Wilson. revolve
around local cultural events. Today she shares some of
*her ideas and recipes in "Cooking Corner" on page 1,
Section B.
chance of showers
A good chance of showers and
thunderstorms today and tonight.
High today in the mid to upper
70s. Low tonight in the mid to
upper 60s. Showers and •
thunderstorms likely Thursday,
high in the mid to upper 70s.
Friday thPough Sunday:
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MERIT SEMIFINALISTS — row At.rray &blab Me
rit Scholarship semifinalists
were among over 15,000 throughout the nation qualifyin
g this year for the
coveted award. Murray High semifinalists (from left) are Johnn
y Carruthers,
Beth Boston, Bruce Horning and Tammy Melton. Merit semifinalis
ts named




Four Murray High School seniors
have been named semifinalists in the
National Merit Scholarship Program.
according to Roy Weatherly:principal.
The students are Beth Boston.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fil Boston:
Johnny Carruthers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
G. Thomas Carruthers; Bruce Horning.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby C. Horning:
and Tammy Melion, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dwane Melton.
Semifinalits ate named from over a
million students trolled in 17,500 high
schools who entered the 1978 Merit
Program by taking the 1976
preliminary test. The Semifinalists are
the highest-scoring students in each
state and they represent the top half
one per certit of the nation's most
academically talented young people.
Beth Boston has been a member
the Spanish Club and is treasurer 
till,
year. She is also in speech and on 
th.,
Black and Gold newspaper staff. Sh,
has participated in the Ken Lake Malt.
contest. She plans to study industrial
engineering at Vanderbilt -
) Johnny Carruthers is a member of
the student council, is on the Black and
Gold newspaper staff, and is active in
NFL and speech work. He has been on
the math team, also, and MAA.
Carruthers will study journalism at
Murray State.
Bruce Horning is a member of the
student council, the Math Team, Hi
and MAA. He is treasurer of the French
Club. He plans to study pre-law at the
University of Kentucky.
Tammy Melton was president of the
Spanish Club last year. She has been
active in Chorus work, including First
District Chorus, vocal ensembles and is
a member of the Math Team and MAA.
She will study pre-engineering at
Murray State.
The 1978 competition is the twenty-
third conducted by National Merit.




Registration for the Adult
Education Program (grades :
sponsored by the Murray City Schol,
opened Tuesday and will contintir
through Thursday, September nil
This is the twelfth (12) consecutive year
for the program, according to Willie
Jackson, director of Pupil Persontwi
Those interested in this program rt..0
register at the principal's office at 0.
schools in the Murray City
System and the City Superintend e;- -
office at Ninth and Poplar Str.,
during regular hours, Jackson said
Registration will also be condor
during the firstameeting in the I) 1
Classroom of the Vocational Sch
Tuesday night, September 20, from
to 9:30 p. m. and at the Doe -
Community Center Thursday. r.
September 22, frorn 6:30 to 9:30 p fl
This course in Adult Basic Educ;,:
is designed for adults 16 years of
older. ClasSes will be organized (1u
the week of September 20 and will
twice a week for approximately u
hours in the early evening, Ja,
said. The curriculum will be planr,c '
give special emphasis to
communicational and computational
skills of reading, writing, speaking,
listening and arithmetic, he added.
"In addition to the grades one
through eight program, we are offering
G. E. D. training to those without a high
school diploma or G. E. D. Certificate,"
Jackson said.
The Murray City Schools in
cooperation with the Adult Learning
Center is offering a reading class for
adults reading on a very low level or
non-readers on Monday nights from
6:30 to 9:30 p. m. beginning Monday the
19th of September. This readingsclass
will be in room 206, Roy SteWart
Stadium.
Murray State University Adult
Learning Center has daytime adult
-education as Monday Through
\Friday from 8:00 a. m. to 4'30 m m The
adult can"attend these classes at
anytime during the day convenient t
then* Jackson said. G.E.D. training, as
well as adult basic education grades 1-
81, is offered by the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State.
See EDUCATION
Page 16-A, Column 2
Kansas City Flood Leaves
At Least 18 Persons Dead
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — The
flood waters receded today as quickly
as they rose, leaving at least 18 dead,
1,200 homeless and property damage
counted in the millions.
The legacy of 12 inches of rain in 24
hours-was devastation in the expensive
shops of the city's Country Club Plaza,
tedious cleanup along Brush Creek and
the Blue River, and worry over the fate
of some two dozen people still listed as
missing.
The damage, like the metropolitan
area, crossed state borders and the
governors of Missouri and Kansas each
planned to ask federal disaster aid.
Still, because the shopping area is so
well known — its Christmas lighting
has been depicted in dozens of
magazines — the flood is likely to
become known as the "Country Club
Plaza Flood."
The damage was awesome.
Preliminary estimates in the
metropolitan area showed 65
businesses damaged or destroyed; 228
houses, 150 apartments and 500 mobile
homes suffering at least some damage.
"if's devastating," said Missouri
Gov. Joseph Teasdale, a Kansas City
native, after a 2w-hour tour of the area.
"I hope I can get as much money as I
can for the people who have been hurt."
Gov. Robert F. Bennett of Kansas
pronounced the need critical after his
two-hour tour, which included a
shopping center in suburban Mission
where one store alone estimated
;500,000 in lost merchandise.
At the height of the storm Monday
night, 2,600 had to flee their homes. The
rain stopped by the next midday and
1,400 were able to return:
For the rest there were shelters, like
the Salvation Army center able to
accommodate 300. But most were-able
to move in with friends and the center
had only 35 overnight guests. ,
Damage to public property in Kansas
City alone was estimated at nearly $5.25
million.
Despite the destruction, it was
nowhere near that wrought by the
season's other major flood — in the
Johnstown, Pa., area. There, the
Miss Ran gerette
Pageant Scheduled
The annual Miss ftangerette Pageant
will be held Sunday, September 25, at
2:30 p.m. at the Woodmen &hiding with
the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority as
sponsor. \L.
This pageant is for all Rangerette
members, ages eight to fifteen, and no
entry fee is required. Past recipients of
the title, Miss Rangerette, are not
eligible to enter.
All contestants will be jude on
poise. personality, natural Charm,
talent, and response to one question.
The attire will be semi-formal, long or
short Sunday dress.
The rehearsal for the pageant will be
held Saturday, September 24,1M 1:00
p.m. at the Woodmen of . the World
•
The deadline for entry is Monday.
September 19. For further inforniation
persons may contact Judy Scruggs, 753-
4155, or Donna Garland, 753-1656.
waters broke dams and swept aside
houses and trees. The toll was 75 dead
and damage of $200 million.
In terms of property damage, the
hardest hit area was the Country Club
Plaza, which prides itself on being the
country's oldest shopping center and
one of the prettiest.
The Plaza sits along one side of Brush
Creek, normally a trickle dividing the
city east art west. The concrete-lined
creek became a torrent after two six-
inch rains Monday.
Water coursed throng% underground
garages and through the street level
floors of some of the finest stores in the
Midwest — 10 feet deep in places.
Dozens of cars, tossed like paper cups
by the raging waters, were hauled
away by tow trucks.
By Wednesday, electric service had
been restored to the 35,000 homes that
experienced outages. It was the same
with gas and water, but some
telephones were not in service early
today.
Drug Program To
Be Aired At 6 p. m.
A television program entitled
"Drugs: A Community Issue" on MSU-
TV at Murray State University will be
shown Thursday beginning at 6-.30 p.m.
instead of 6 p.m. as originally
announced.
Funded by a $1,857 grant from the
Kentucky Humanities Council, the
program is 'co-sponsored by ,the
Murray-Calloway County Council on
Drug Education and the Murray-
Calloway County Alcohol Council.
Cablevision patrons may see the
program on Channel 11 in Murray and
Channel 4 in Mayfield. It consists of a
60-minute panel presentation and 45





Transportation has delayed limiting
highway traffic over Wickliffe-Cairo
Bridge until Friday, according to
istrict highway engineer Robert
Hodges.
District one officials had originally
scheduled limiting bridge traffic today
for vehicles weighing more than 5,000
pounds.
The bridge will be closed to over-5,000
pound vehicles from 9 a.m. Friday until
&a .m. Saturday. according to Hodges.
Hodges.
Hodges said that the closure "is to
facilitate placing concrete for a portion
of the new deck" on the bridge.
Normal traffic is one lane, 80,000
pounds gross, eight-foot maximum.
Hodges said vehicles weighing less than
5,000 using the bridge during the
closure can expect longer than normal
delays because of the concrete
placement.
The highway district engineer
pointed out, that -anything larger than
an unloaded pickup truck" normally
weighs more than 5.000 poutds.
Traffic conditions at the site may be
obtained by calling -bridge control • on
citizens band channel 19 or by phone at
618-734-1273 or 502-335-5165, .
s




Mr. and MrS. Samuel A.
Jessen of Paducah announce
the birth of a baby girl,
Shannon Renae, weighing
seven pounds two ounces, born
on Wednesday. August 31. Mr.
Jessen is a process engineer
with Modine Manufacturing
Company. They have one son,
Bradley Aaron, age three.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Bud l Stalls, 407
North Fifth Street. Murray.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jessen
of Kansas City, Mo. Shannon
is the seventh great grand-
child of Mrs. Emily Nelson of
Kansas City, Mo.
The Jessens formerly lived
in Murray where Mr. Jessen
took his Master of. Science
degree in industrial
technology from Murray State
University in May of thikyear.
CUNNINGHAM GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Zane Cun-
ningham of 2729 Garrett
Drive, Bowling Green, are the
parents of a baby girl, Joy
Lynette, weighing six pounds
fourteen ounces, born on
Friday. September 2, at the
Warren County Hospital,
Bowling Green.
They have one son, Philip
Zane, age thirteen.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Cunningham of
Murray Route One, Penny
Community, and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Burie Miller of Lynn
Grove.
Sweater styles
A lon,g, loose sweater,
preferably with a loose cowl
neckline, is what you need
over another sweater when
you're outside, and by itself




Every Friday between Noon and 1:00 P. M.
Mademoiselle will be showing the,latest in fashion
in the Dining Room of the Holiday Inn. join us and
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Simons and Konrad Vows
Solemnized At Church
Miss Marilyn Lee Simons
became the bride of Michael
Ernest Konrad in an im-
pressive formal candlelight
ceremony on Saturday,
August sixth at 7:30 p. m. at
the First Presbyterian
Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Simons of Murray, and the
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hans M. Konrad of
Calvert City.
The Rev. Fred French
performed the double ring
ceremony.
The sacred vows were
repeated before the altar
decorated with arched can-
delabra and silver urn
holding long stemmed sonya
roses. Flanking the altar- and
baptistry were spiral can-
delabra entwined with
greenery. Single white tapers
in brass hurricane lanterns
entwined with pittsporium
glowed in each of the church
windows. Family pews were
marked with hurricane lan-
terns, ivy and chantilly lace
ribbons.
A program of „nuptial music
was,presented by the groom's
uncle, Paul Kamas,
Clevelana, Ohio, organist, and
Mrs. Vernon Shown, Murray,
vocalist. Her selections in-




The petite bride was lovely
in her bouffant gown of white
chantilly lace. The scooped
neckline and long fitted
sleeves were edged in a deep
ruffle. The moulded bodice
dipped to a point just below
the waist enhancing the full,
multi-tiered skirt and
cathedral length train, which
flowed gracefully as she
descended the aisle, escorted
by her father, who gave her in
marriage.
Her only jewelry was an
emerald pendant and earring
set, a gift from her father.
Her headdress, created
especially for the gown by the
bride's mother, was a multi-
tiered. fingertip length veil of
imported illusion, attached to
a chantilly lace Juliet crown,
and embellished with
mintature pearls.
She carried a formal
cascade bouquet of white
roses and ivy accented with
satin streamers tied in love
knots.
The bride presented her
mother with a single long
tenuned white rose from her
bouquet as she went down the
aisle and presented her new
mother-in-law with a rose
after the wedding ceremony.
Miss Carole Ann Simons,
sister of the bride, served as
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Conie Lowry,
Memphis, Tn.; Mrs. Sheila
Latimer Dever, Madisonville;




Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ernest Konrad
boutonniere was a single white
rose.
David H. Konrad, brother of
the groom, served as best
man. Groomsmen and ushers
were David W. Reed, Calvert
City; Chris Clopton,
Lexington; and Chuck Groves,
Mounds City, Ill. Danny
Konrad, brother of the groom
served as candelighter.
They wore formal black
tuxedos with white wing
tipped shirts and bow ties
Boutonnieres for the gen-
tlemen
roses.
Mrs. Paul Lynn, Murray.
directed the wedding and
,reception.
The attendants wore formal
gowns of nile green qiana in a
soft A-line silhouette. The
decollete bodice featured self
spaghetti straps and was
overliad with a matching
floral chiffon mantel capelet
falling elbow length in front
and extending to hip length to
create back interest. They
each carried a single long
stemmed sonya rose tied with
satin streamers.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Simons chose a formal
gown of qiatia knit in apricot.
The sleevelss A-line gown was
designed with a jewel neckline
and was overlaid with a
gracefully flowing chiffon
capelet edged in satin. Mat-
ching accessories completed
her ensemble and at her
shoulder she wore a white-
cattleya orchid.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Konrad, chose to wear a
formal gown of deep rust
which featured a softly
pleated skirt and a fitted
bodice overlaid with a mat-
ching long sleeved bolero
jacket. Her accessories were
of the same color and her
corsage was a cattleya orchid.
Mrs. William M. Bigham,
Paris, Tn., grandmother of the
bride, wore a formal gown in
peach knit. Mrs. Jess T.
Slmans, Madisonville,
grandmother of the bride, was
formally gowned in ice blue
chiffon. They were presented
corsages of white •carnations.
The groom was attired in a
black formal dress tutedo
with tails, a white wing tipped
shirt, and a white Ix* tie. His-
were single sonya
Reception
Following the ceremony the
parents of the bride hosted a
reception at the Murray
Woman's Club.
Miss Roseanna Beth
Whitlow, Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
presided at the register.
Guests registered upon en-
tering the club house at a
round wicker table which
featured a single long stem-
med sonya rase in a sterling
bud vase.
The bride's table was
covered with a hand made
white lace crocheted
tablecloth, made by the
bride's grandmother, Mrs.
Jess T. Simons, a gift to the
bride. The lace cloth overlaid
a green linen cloth and was
centered with a silver urn
containing an arrangement of
long stemmed sonya roses and
pittsporium. Silver can-
delabra holding white tapers
flanked the center floral
arrangement.
Crystal punch bowls flanked
the ends of the serving table
and an assortment of nuts and
mints were served from silver
appointments.
The four tiered wedding
cake, decorated with ivy and
sonya roses was served from a
round table which was
covered with a floor length
white linen cloth. Garlands of
ivy tied with satin streamers
and bows edged the table.
Those assisting with the
hospitalities were Mrs. Jack
Andersen and Mrs. Robert
Brown, Murray; Miss
Charlotte Graham, Poplar
Bluff, Mo.; Miss Nancy Jones,
Louisville; Mrs. Jim Pickens,
Lexington; and Miss Jan
Bigham, Morehead, cousin of
the bride. Miss Julie Bigham,
cousin of the bride passed out
the rice bags.
Eddie Beshear, Princeton,
entertained with selections at
the piano.
Following a short wedding
trip, the couple will reside in
Lexington, where Mr. Konrad
is attending the University of
Kentucky College of Den-
tistry, and Mrs. Konrad is
employed with the Paris, Ky.
Cfty School System.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Konrad,
parents of the groom, en-
tertained the wedding party
with a rehearsal dinner in the
Barkley Room of the Ken-Bar
Inn at Kentucky Dam on the
evening of August fifth.
The U-shaped tables were
overlaid with white linen
cloths and lighted tapers and
arrangements of carnations
were used to center the tables.





The Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church
Women met at the home of
Ruth Caldwell on Tuesday,
September 6, at seven p.m.
with LaVanche Turner as
cohostess and program
leader.
Roberta Ward presided in
the absence of Frances
Brown, chairman. Millie
Colson led the opening prayer,
and Pauline Waggener,
secretary, gave reports.
A report of the WMU
Council meeting was given by
Mrs. Ward. Prayer calendar
was by Mrs. Turner with
prayer by Odelle Vance.
The installation of. new
officers was conducted by
Opal Howard. She closed with
a candlelight ceremony and a
prayer of dedication.















Club held a potluck dinner on
Thursday, August 25, at the
school..
Plans were made for a
turkey shoot to be held at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club
on Saturday and Sunday,
October 8 and 9. Refreshments





guests. Bob Allen, East
principal, introduced the
faculty and staff members.
The next regular meeting
will be held Thursday, Sep-
tember 22, at seven p.m.
Mr. & Mrs. Sams, Sr.
To Be Honored Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. Sams, Sr., parents of Mrs. Kenneth
(Linda) Adams of Murray, will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary on Sunday, September 18, with a reception at the
Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church at Fulton.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to four p.m. at the reception to be hosted by their
children.
The couple was married on September 17, 1927, by Squire S.
A. McDade in South Fulton, Tn., with Mr. and Mrs. Wales
Austin as their attendants. They lived on a farm until 1955
when they moved to their present home, 709 Vine Street,
Fulton. He retired from his dairy business in 1972.
Mrs. Sams is the former Altie A. Austin, daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie L. Austin, and Mrs. Sams is-the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. George W. Sams.
Their children are H. C. Sams, Jr., of Eiardwell, Bennie
Wiley Sams of Sycamore, ill., and Mrs. Adams of Murray.
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Owner - Jackie Overton, with over 10 years ex-
perience in physical fitness and weight control
Located In Dixieland Center
Open wide for Super Shef, Super Shef.
Mvo quarter pound all beef mouthfuls
for '1.39.
More than one of our unusually deli-
-dons quarter pound burgers. For less
than usual. A savings on two Super
Shefs.
Our thick, juicy biirgers thrit start with
a whole quarter pound 100% all beef.
Then get smothered with cheese. And ,
piled with lettuce, tomatoes, pickles,
. onions and our own scrumptious sauce.
All on a Olden grilled sesame seed
bun big enough to hold it all.
Bring the coupon. Bring a friend.
And come .to Burger Chef for what
you've got coming.
A sayings on-Super Shef, Super Shef.
Two m(Tuths couldn't ask for more.
TIvo Super Shds
$139for
• with this coupon.
Tb.. <dada,' 'S 0000 Od'e at pamopat.a Chet realataandll
bele. cOsiDde po, lam.,y 'dad *nem ixob,b‘le0, towed a
wyeboyd by Ie. Lobel and Slade payable by 011ee, Exp.rabon
date 0(100e, II 1977
1304 West Main Street, Murray
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Golden Anniversa
Mr. and Airs. Stanley Turner
Open house will be held ih honor of the golden wedding an-
niversary of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Turner at their home on
Alm° Route One on Sunday, September 18, from two to six
p.m.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
The Turners were married September 17, 1927, at Cadiz with
their attendants being Molly Brine and Sanke Colson.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner have four children who are Edward
Turner of Almo, W. T. (Dud) Turner of Murray, Mrs. Jerry
(Sue) Vance of Murray Route Six, and Mrs-aohnny (Dorothy)
Maness of Almo. One son died in infancy.
They have ten grandchildren and two great grandchildren.
Good Sams To
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will hold its monthly
campout in conjunction with
the fourth annual Campers
Fair at Piney Campground in
the Land Between the Lakes












816 Coldwater — 753-8512
11
Hold Campout
Ned and Beth Wilson,
president and Secretary
respectively of the club, will
be the wagonmasters for the
weekend with John and Joan
Bowker as assistants. A
dessert will be featured
Friday at eight p.m. followed
by the monthly business
meeting of the club.
Saturday and Sunday will be
devoted to special activities
sponsored by the various
camping clubs, U. S. Army
Outdoor Recreation Section of
Fort Campbell, LBL Area
Ministry, Vehicle Dealers
Association, Dover-Stewart
County Chamber of Com-
merce, Jaycees, B. & P. W.
Club, Kiwanis Club, and TVA.
The various Good Sam
Members will have special
activities on Saturday night
including picnics for various
groups, and the members will
attend the worship services at
the campground on Sunday
morning.
For information persons
may call Ned or Beth Wilson.
Cumin is an essential com-
ponent of curry powder and
mixed spices and is widely
used for flavoring cheese, saus-




Murray Bass Club will meet
at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah with
Mrs. Joe Keeslar and Ruth
Wilson at church parlor, both
at 7:30 p.m., and Wesleyan
with Mrs. Nate Beal at 6:30
p.m..
Thursday, September 15
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Comniunity
Center at seven p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
two p.m. at the club house
with the program by the
general officers and the
devotion by Mrs. 'Max Hurt.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of.te Eastern Star will
meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.




Baptist Women will meet at
the Triangle Inn at nine a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Baptist Women will




Associates will serve dinner in
the University Church of
Christ annex at six p.m. with
the cost being three dollars
per plate. Virgil Trout will be
the special featured speaker.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization
will meet seven p.m.. for an
open house.
Men's Stag Night of Murray
Country Club will be at 6:30
p.m. with Buddy Buckingham,
chairman, assisted by John
Gregory Bobby Johnson, and
Thursday, September 15
Fourth semiannual tractor
pull sponsored by Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity, MSU,
will be held at the Livestock
and Exposition Center,
starting at seven p. m for
information call 753-8890.
John Roake, comedian, will
perform in the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray Slate
University, at 8:30 p. m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. A potluck will
be served at noon. 'For, tran-
sportation call 75370929 by 9:15
a.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
'at the home of Mrs. Randy
Cunningham at seven 'p.m.
Vans will leave the First
Baptist Church at 11:30 a.m.
for the open house for the
WMU at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly.
Friday, September 14
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes in con-
junction with Campers Fair. A
dessert and business meeting
will be at eight p.m. Friday.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
by the van will be at 9:30 a.m.
and one p.m. Call 753-0929 by
9:15 a.m, for morning and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
Boots Randolph Golf
Tournament will open at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park
and continue throu4h Sunday.
The Place from Murray will
present a fashion show for the
ladies during the tournament
events.
Saturday, September 17
Chapter M of PEO will have
a luncheon at twelve noon at
the home of Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Sr.. with Mrs.
Maurice Christopher as
cohostess.
Murray Shrine Club will
have its monthly social dinner
at the Triangle Inn at 6:30
P.M.
Campers Fair will be at
Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with open
house at the campground from




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 34-year-old woman earning a top
salary as an executive, but when it comes to managing my
personal life, I'm a dummy.
For the last two years, i've had this 28-year-old fellow
living with me. I'm hooked on him. He can't hold a job
because he hates to get up in the morning, so I've been
supporting him. My friends tell me to kick him out, but I
can't bring myself to because he's wonderful company and
I really enjoy living with him.
He admits to seeing other girls while I'm at work and
insists that there's nothing wrong with it as long as we're
not married.
Abby, he wants to marry me, and says that once we're
married he'll shapeum, get a job and work steady, but I'm
leery.
Half of me says, "Marry him" and the other half says,
"Don't." What do you say?
TORN APART
DEAR TORN: Listen to the half with the brains.in it and
don't marry him.
DEAR ABBY: My parents were divorced when I was 3,
and from that time on, I lived with my mother. Mom
married Jake when I was 8, and he has been great to me. I
never saw my real father (Lloyd) much until I graduated
from high school because he also married again and was
busy with the children by his second wife.
Now I'm.21, and in the last couple of years I've gotten
very close to Lloyd. Maybe it's because he's my blood
relative, but I have a special feeling for him.
I'm getting married soon and deep down in my heart I
want Lloyd to give me away, but when I told my mom, she
hit the ceiling. She said Jake would be crushed, and
besides HE was paying for my wedding and he should give
me away.
Someone suggested I have both Lloyd and Jake give me
away, but I'm afraid it might look like I couldn't make up
my mind. Can you advise me?
NOVEMBER BRIDE
DEAR BRIDE: It's not uncommon for a bride's natural
father and stepfather to share the honor. I think it would
"look" beautiful. But how it would "look" is not as
important 418 how it would "feel." And under the
circumstances, I think everyone (especially you) will feel
better if no feelings are hurt. •
DEAR ABBY: A letter in your column touched me
deeply. It was from a woman who was strongly attracted
to a man, but resisted the temptation to have an affair with
him because although she was single, he was not.
I had a similar experience. I met the man I thought was
perfect for me. It was mutual, but we were both married. I
couldn't run because I worked closely with him.
I often dreamed of a romantic encounter with him, but I
knew it was impossible. Over the years I struggled with
my feelings, but I managed to keep them under control.
We have developed a warm and friendly relationship
that means so much more to me than a sneaky 
affair that
could have destroyed my marriage and his.
In a society where sex is cheap, and people grab
whatever they want no matter whom they hurt. I've found
something special, and it will stay that way—because God
has given me strength in times of weakness.
NOT SORRY
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NO NAME IN ALEXANDRIA":
True, you may not "need" the money. But a man who
borrows money needs to pay his honest debts. Yes, by all
means, let him know his note is overdue.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.








When you re ,he freest, most t
feeling going . a rain dance to'
Footworks spa,' 3oft.
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An Adult Dance will be held
at the Jaycee Building at
Jaycee Fairgrounds on
Saturday, September 17, at
eight p.m.
The band, Outlaw Blues,
will be featured. Set-ups will
be sold and the dance will be




Mrs. Dora Mae Choate of Murray Route Three announces
the marriage of her daughter, Diane, to Nelson Shroat, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shroat of Murray.
The couple was married on July 8 at Memphis, Tn., and left
later for a wedding trip in Memphis and to Gatlinburg, Tn.
Mrs. S'u-oat is a 1977 graduate of C.alloWay County High
School. Mr. Shroat graduated from Murray High School and
attended Murray State University, Memphis State University,
and the University of Teimesseeffte is a real estate broker at
Aurora.
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BEGINNER NEEDLEPOINT Two-2 hour Sessons 12.50
DAY CLASS NIGHT CLASS
Wednesday Sept. 21 9.30-11:30 Monday Sept. 19 . . 7 .30- 9 3(0)
Wednesday Sept. 28 9.30-11:30 Monday Sept. 26
v)
BARGELLO CLASS Three-2 hour sessions 520.00
A t - •




Wednesday Sept. 28 
Vednesday Oct. 5
TEXTURED STITCHES Four-2 hot'!" sessions 525.00
NIGHT CLASSESDmAonYdaCyLASSsept. 19ES
.1\liMonday Sept. 26 ..... . 9: 30-U : 30 111esdayYSeptt.. 2°7 . . .730-9:30
.. 730-9:309.30-11:30 Tuesday Oct. 4
. 7:30-9:30
Monday Oct. 3
9-30-11:30 Tuesday Oct. 11Monday Oct. 10
CUSSES LIMITED
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 502-753-8373
4
•








Plain or Sell Rising
Backs
,..FOODVAWES WITH YOUR BUDGET IN MIND!Low Over mead means Lower Prices Maxwell House
30, oCof4,!..
with our
Prices Good Thurs., Sept. 15 thru Wed. Sept. 21











































FRESH CUT CHICKEN PARTS
Breast
Thighs lb  894
Legs
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Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's Loren Adams
Winner: 317 S. 13th
'Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Porkers And their Families not eligible to win .Adults









with our coupon below 69c
Viva
Towels
















1 lb. - Save I* 
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Offer Expires 9-21-77 '
coed Only At Porkers 37V








3 lb. bag 794
51b $1 00
4 lb. beg 99c
FROZEN
FOODS










Mali Pads $1 69
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EDITOR L-11,
It's Not Easy
The American language is a
constant source of
bemusement, befuddlement
and frustration to those of us
who use it as the tools in our
trade. -I
Just as an example and off
the tops of our collective
heads), them used to be words
such as dandy, nifty and neat.
They described something
pretty special. In later parlance
you could substitute cool, and
still later, tough. We are told by
one of the connoisseurs in the
office that if you've got a great
set of wheels you're a woman
with a good-looking pair of legs.
The other day, a Ph. D. at
Nortikrn Kentucky University
used the word "humongous" to
describe the turnout at an NKU
event. This is a word that
belongs with discombobulate
and copacetic. The latter two
words were invented out of thin
air, and wonder of wonders,
both now appear in Webster's
Third International Dictionary.
Most newspapers, include
this one, subscribe generally to
an informal brand of English.
We try to eschew, if you please,
most vulgarisms, provin-
cialisms and localisms (except
in dir t quotations on oc-
casion)A but we do like to im-
part a certain flavor once in a
while that violates the niceties
of formal English.
We make a lot of mistakes. In
the morning when we are
racing the clock, it is safe to say
that most of us fear a deadline
far more than we fear Noah
Webster. And even then, the
borderline cases where usage is
slipping from one preferred
form to another can discom-
bobulate even the serious
student of grammar.
How often, for example, do
you see the word "lent" used,
as in "I lent him a dollar." It is
correct. "I loaned him a collar"
is dead wrong, but few of us
know it any more and probably
fewer of our readers care. We
have too many "due to's" when
we mean "because of"; the
word "all right" is still the only
correct form, but alright has
become so common that
Webster's Third International
lists alright is "in reputable
Inside Report
use."
Noah Webster would have
turned over in his grave. There
is a story about him that we-
cannot resist. Webster was
purportedly (reportedly?
allegedly?) in his kitchen
kissing the maid when Mrs.
Webster suddenly (unex-
pectedly?) accosted him.
"Mr. Webster!" said Mrs.
Webster, "I am surprised!"
"No, my dear," said Noah
Webster coolly. "It is I who am
surprised. You are
astonished."
We are somewhat astonished
when the paper comes out
every day with stories that are
understandable, with not too
many errors and with headlies






lure than one out of four American
families have no financial savings
according to a recent survey reported
in "Action in Kentucky," a publication
of Associated Industries of Kentucky.
The survey, by the Institute for Social
Research, University of Michigan,
shows that 69 per cent of the 1,254
families questioned had some form of
savings, down from 76 per cent in 1972.
Families without savings totaled 25
per cent, and six per cent would not
reveal the information to the in-
terviewer.
Who has savings? Among college
graduates polled, 86 per cent had
money saved, compared with 71 per
cent of high school graduates and 49 per
cent of those with less than a high
school education.
0+0
We ran across another interesting
statistic the other day. It seems, ac-
cording the American Council of Life
Insurance that ,the birth rate in the
United States, after declining for the
past 18 years, appears to be leveling off.
There were 14.7 live births per 1,000
population in 1976, slightly lower than
the 14.8 birth rate of 1976, according to
provisional government statistics.
However, the actual number of births
rose slightly due to a small increase in
the. number of women in the child-
bearing ages, 15 to 44.
And the U. S. Bureau of the Census
forecasts a further eight per cent in-
crease by 1980 in the number of women
Ledger & Timps Editor'
of childbearing age, especially those
between ages 20-29 when fertility rates
are highest, the council notes.
0+0
American coffee drinkers should
begin to receive some relief from the
record high prices soon. The New York
price for green coffee dropped more
than $1 a pound in July. •
Retail prices reached nearly $4 a
pound in June but they are bound to
come down as soon as roasters and
retailers work off their high-priced
inventories. As a matter of fact, two
major. U. S. producers, Folgers and
General Foods, havInnounced price
edructions of 10 cen a pound and 20
cents a pound in recent days, and it
shouldn't be too long before the
reductions'are noticed at the local level.
Meanwhile, 11 Latin American
coffee producing nations, meeting in
Mexico City, reacted to the price drop
by proposing that the International
Coffee Organization (composed of
representatives of the world's coffee
producing and consuming nations,
including the United States) should
create a regulating fund for the coffee
market.
American consumers need take no
immediate alarm at this report. Coffee
consumption per capita in this country
has been dropping steadily.
The best way totet the price of coffee
down and keep it down is to drink less
coffee.
lanol F. air. and liolwrt
'Burn A Witch, A 
AT
WASHINGTON — The underlying
reality of the Lance affair is betrayed
by this reaction of members of the
Senate Governmental Affairs Com-
mittee to Tuesday's briefing from staff
investigators: they were unimpresSed
by the evidence but thoroughly con-
vinced Lance is finished as budget
director. "
Although dominating front pages and
national news programs by bringing
"new" allegations against Lance to the
White House on Labor Day, the com-
mittee's chairman and ranking
Republican — Sens. Abraham Ribicoff
and Charles Percy — had little to show
their colleagues the next day. But while
many Senators remain claims that
Lance is guilty of any crime, all con-
sider him beyond salvation. The
Ribicoff-Percy operation, combined
with the media barrage, destroyed
what shadow of hope remained that
Lance might yet regain his ef-
fectiveness as "deputy President."
Lance has been destroyed by
pyramiding suggestions of wrongdoing
without the hint of a trial. This suggests
totalitarian-style justice or perhaps a
throwback to an early American form.
"This is Salem," one White House in-
sider has been telling his colleagues all
week, "and we burn a witch a year."
Beyond the catastrophe to Lance's
personal life and the damaging political
impact on President Carter, this
assures severe difficulties ahead for
conducting the federal government's
.business. Except for professional
' bureaucrats or college professors ca
n
anyone come to "Salem" without the
40-isk of becoming the next "witch"
?
The process is shown in the role of
chairman Ribicoff, long noted as one of
the natitn's shrewdest politician.
Having defended Lance and attacked a •
media "smear" job against him only
weeks ago, Ribicoff found himself in
unusual country: opposing the liberal
establishment. He purged himself
abruptly with the dramatic holiday
visit Monday to the White House, where
he and Percy publicly implied grave
new developments against Lance.
All that was new in their private
report to the President, however, was a
Republican staff investigator's in-
terview in a Georgia prison. The
prisoner, a bank embezzler, made
unworn and untranscribed ac-
cusations against Lance. Otherwise,
the two Senators rehashed newspaper
stories (concentrating on Lance's
questionable use of his bank's airplane)
and informed the President that
Lance's usefulness was no more.
Nor was the committee staff's report
on Lance, given behind closed doors to
the Governmental Affairs Committee,
any more impressive. "It was pretty
superficial stuff," one Democratic
Senator told us, "It was the kind of stuff
a good lawyer on cross-examination
could make mincemeat of." Another
Democratic committee member said
the presentation "certainly contained
no grounds for prosecution."
Several Senators accusel the staff of
"irresponsibility" for inrviewing a
convict — notoriously sources of self-
serving. misinformation — and per-
mitting that information to leak into the
pens. Sen. Sam Nunn of Georgia in-
forreied his fellow committee members
that the convict's lawyer was outraged
Aby the incident and wanted to rebut his
former client's accusations (providing
he could get bar association Clearance).
The committee agreed only by an
eyelash to give Lance himself a chance
to testify. It voted by only 7 to 6 not to
postpone Lance's Sept. 15 testimony for
weeks while presenting evidence
against him. Having shifted sides with
‘.
a vengeance, Ribicoff sided with most
committee Republicans to delay
Lance's appearance.
If Ribicoff had won, days of
testimony would have built pressure for
Lance's resignation, probably forcing
him to quit before testifying. Even so.
nobody on the committee gives Lance
any hope of survival with or without
early testimony. What is critical here is
atmosphere, not facts. "I'd hate to be
tried in a court of law like this," one
committee member told us.
Without Lance being found guilty '
any punishable crime, would the Ir.-
formation about his banking practice
have caused Senators to block hls
confirmation in January? Althouge
Percy says it would, few others agree
"He's getting capital punislunent for
lot of sloppy business decisions," i)re
Democratic Senator said.
Lance' S principal sin is described
nearly identical terms by a Senate
defender as being a "man-on-the-c
and by a critic inside the
ministration as being a •
banker." In a dull summer, this " '
clear violation of post-Waterg • 1.
morality as defined by candid,t.
Jimmy Carter. The media campale:r.
was certainly not opposed by a hankir,.
business establishment, which not ea
tends to view Lance's corner-cuttini.
the way of the parvenu but also fear'.
an anti-tanker ruboff.
So much stress was put on impror*r
use of Lance's bank-owned plane in
Ribicoff-Persy presentation to hr
President and in the staff presentat. r
to the cornmitte,e that Senators (t.-r•
businessmen who fly their comiidn
planes will steer clear of service. -
Washington. If so, the first criterion
finding a successor to Lance will hi
absence of business experience r
Jimmy Carter_ — and the countr
that means trouble,
"WE can save you!
111EARTLIN 
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. H you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are
thinking about purchasing a
condominium. Can you give us any
information about what we should do
before buying? — F. S.
A., There are many things you should
look for when purchasing a
condominium. The following list gives
you 10 ideas about what to look for.
1. Study the area where you'd like tO
move. Write the local Chamber of
Commerce for information. You might
even order a 3-month subscription to
the local newspaper. With this, you can
study local problems, the cost of living
and condominium advertisements.
2. Send for information about the
developers of the condominium
projects. Contact the local Better
Business Bureau — it can tell you if a
developer has any complaints against
it. Consumer protection agencies
through the state's attorney general's
office can offer similar help.
3. Many condominium projects offer
free gifts and trips to the condominium
sites with the idea of getting you to sign
a sales agreement irrunediately. Listen
to their offers and look ovir their model
apartments, but do not make any quick
decisions. If there are people living
there, talk to them and get their opinion
of how the project is run.
4. Don't purchase a condominium
you can barely afford. Remember, you
may also have to pay a monthly fee to
cover cost of maintenance of your
building grounds and other services.
You'll also have to pay added "special
assessments" that come along. Be sure
you know all the little "extra" costs.
5. If the recreation facilities are in
the planning stage, ask a completion
date. It may be in the sale literature or
the purchase agreement. Remember,
oral promises arert binding — get
them in writing. V
6. Ask if the developer has the right
to increase the number of living units
and if it includes increased facilities to
accommodate the additional families.
7. Ask if the developer has the right
-to rent unsold condominiums. If you are
buying a condominium as an
investment, you may find the resale
value to be lower because of the
conversion of unsold units to rental
a Pa rtments
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have available to see, insist on a written
completion date for your unit.
9. Before completing the "closing"
on your condominium, cheti it out and
make sure everything is in good
working torder. If there are any
malfunctioning appliances or other
problems, get a written promise from
the developer that the repairs will be
made within a specified time. State that
the closing will not take place until the
repairs are made.
10. Read each document that is
related to the purchase of your unit.
Retain a lawyer who is well-versed on
condominium real estate to examine
your contract and explain anything
you do not understand. If possible, have
your lawyer there when you sign the
agreement and when you make your
closing final.
When buying a condominium,
remember promises are not binding
unless they appear on signed legal
documents.
Community Association Institute,
1200 18th St., NW, Washington). C
20036, can answer many questions bout
condominiums.
If you are buying a condominium out
of state and want to check the
reputation of the developer, write to H.
U. D., office of Interstate Land Sales,
451 7th St., SW, Washington, D. C.,
20410.
HEARTLINE: I am a 63-year-old
veteran who served during peacetime. I
don't draw a Veterans Administration
pension. If I should die, would my
widow be entitled to a V. A. widow's
benefits from my service? — C. R.
A. Probably not. In order for your
wife to receive a regular V. A. widow's
benefit, you would have had to have
served at least one day of wartime
service. However, if your death is due
to a service-connected disability, your
wife may apply for Dependency
Indemnity Compensation whether you
served during wartime or not.
Today in History
Today is Wednesday, September
14th, the 257th day of 1977. There are 108
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1901, President
William McKinley died in Buffalo,
N.Y., of gunshot wounds inflicted by an
assassin.; Vice President Theodore
Roosevelt was sworn in as President.
On this date: .
In 1628, the second settlement of
Massachusetts, Salem, was chartered
by John Endecott.
In 1778, Benjamin Franklin was sent
to France as an American minister.
In 1812, Russians set fire to Moscow
after an invasion by Napbleon
Bonaparte.
In 1940, Congress passed the Selective
Service Act, providing for the first
peacetime draft in U.S. history.
In 1945, at the end of World War II,
Premier Higashi Kuni of Japan said:
-People of Arnerica, won't you forget
pearl Harbor?".
In 1960, the United States notified
Cuba that Premier Fidel Castro would
be restricted to Manhattan during a
visit to the United States.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson lashed put at leaders of
violence in the nation's cities, calling
them "wretched, vulgar men.:
Five years ago: Pope Paul spurned
appeals from feminist groups and
barred women from even the smallest
formal role in the ministry of the
Roman Catholic Church,
Looking Back
10 Y ears Ago
The Murray State University Board
of Regents voted to take no action for
two years on a proposal for a •
cooperative educational program
between Murray State University and
the Murray City School System. 7
The Calloway County Grand Jury :
reported this morning to Circuit Judge
Richard Peek with most of the report -•';
touching on the dog pound maintained
by the county.
The yard of Mr. and Mrs. William E. r'?
Harvey on North 20th Street has' been
selected as Yard of the Month by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The Rev. Bill Clark Thomas,
missionary to Malaysia, will speak
Sunday at the Grace Baptist and First
Baptist Churches here.
Hazel Junior Beta Club officers- are
Johnnie Stockdale, David Hall, Linda
Futrell, Darrell Russell, Debbie Peal,
Mike Paschall, and Tates Roach.
20 Years Ago
PFC Haroia Phillips, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Phillips, was recently
assigned to the Ilth Airborne Division
in Germany.
PFC James M. Churchill, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Max H. Churchill, is stationed
with the United States Marines at
Yorktown, Va.
Deaths reported include J. 1. libel
Brandon, age 68.
Dorse O'Dell, former coach and
presently personnel manager of Pitt-
sburgh Metallurgical, Calvert City,
spoke on "Employer-Employee
Relations" at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He was in-
trodueed by James Garrison, general
manager of the Ryan Milk Company. •.;^,.
Births reported include a
William Judson III, to Mr. and Mrs. IPP
J. Pitman on September 12.
30 Years Ago
Chester Engineers was employed by
the Murray City Council to make a
detailed analysis and report on the
extension of the city water system at a
special meeting called by Mayor
George Hart.
Deaths. reported include Mrs. Dora
Stubblefield, age 75.
Q. D. Wilson, chairman of the
Calloway County Agricultural Con-
servation Committee, urges farmers to
terrace their land to , keep it from
washing away.
Murray High School beat Franklin-
Simpson 33 to 6 in a football game.
Harold Miller r011ed up a total of twenty
points on three touchdowns and two
extra points for Murray.
"Danger Street" starring Jane
Withers and Robert Lowery is showing
at the Varsity Theatre.
Bible Thought
For ye have the poor with you
always; and whensoever ye will ye
may do them good: but me ye have
not always. Mark 14:7.
We honor Jesus Christ by being
generous to him and to his church.
Letter To The Editor
Apply For Grants
Dear Editor,
We, the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees would like to encourage all low
income families to apply at the Social
Security Office by September 15 for the
grants' being given to aid in the
payment of winter heating bills.
Four million dollars has been made
available in Kentucky for this purpose





As a service to our readers': The
Murray Ledger 81 Times
.periodieally publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL -
Any senator or .,representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses •
,Sen. Walter Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washnigton, . 20510 •
Murray Field Office. 753-1852 .
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon /rouse (lilies' Bldg.
Washington., D. C. 20515 -
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
)64-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. *Tome
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201S. 3rd Street
Murray. Ky 42071
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FUN IN THE RAIN - nom* the mad was quite daep aid the playing conditions for football won miserable, the North Caliaway
cheerleaders weren't to be stopped by the weather as they stood on the sidelines and osiatakeod their cheerfulness despite the
rain and the 28-0 loss to Lone Oak.
(Staff Mateo b,M. Oraidea)
North, Southwest Open
Seasons With Setbacks
Two of the elementary
schools in the county system
opened their football seasons
Tuesday and it would be hard
to say whether inexperience
or mud was the major con-
tributing factor for both teams
losing.
At North Calloway, Lone
Oak spurted to a 21-43 halftime
lead and went on to take a 28-0
win over North in a game
witnessed by a small crowd
which braved rain along with
ankle-deep mud to watch the
contest.
At South Marshall, the
Lakers from Southwest
Calloway fell 24-0 to the
ELVIS
NEEDS YOUR HELP!
Vlt hat ere \ ou doing •
immortelt/e EH is It:.
stet ? I3utog rector
and posters' THE N \
El.kIS DAN
tiADE has a better
idea- we want the
people in ‘Vashingion to
declare F:his birthday.
lanuan 8. a National
Ilolida
Ottr Crusade can't slat-
tteed without the tinan-
ttat support ot loyal
Elvis tans e‘ert w here
so please, send your
contribution today. We
owe it to the King!
------ ------  ------
Robert lee l'err s Chairman .
THE EIA IS IA', ( .RI ',ADE
'Box 17401
%%ashinuton (: 2)041
I want to help Here's ni%
contribution or S 
llemse send me the Fru,
newsletftt end El‘i,




Rebels. The game was played
under the lights during a
constant barrage of rain.
The -third school in the
county system, East
Calloway, was rained out of its
game at Benton and will try
again today at 3:30 p.m. at the
Benton City Park.
North Calloway fell behind
the first time Lone - Oak
touched the ball. The Purple
Flash used a 30-yard scoring
run to get on the board and
added the conversion for an 8-
0 lead.
In fact, each time the Purple
Flash had the ball in the first
half, they scored.
Lone Oak, whose eighth
graders had a year or two of
experience under their belts
while the North Calloway
youngsters were all playing
for the first time, scored most
of their points by going outside
with sweeps and the slippery
conditions presented a lot of
problems for the young
Lakers.
North did not have a first
down in the opening half.
"We really had the jitters in
the first half," said North
coach Steve Payne.
"But in the second half, we
did a much better job of
containing them defensively,"
Payne added.
North managed two first
LONELY OIONE -North Calloway quarterback kirk Starks
(15) was lonely on this run as he had nobody to help him find







10th Anniversary Special Gift
"OUR FAVORITE
RECIPES COOKBOOK"
Filled with some 100 deficious recipes for
those who want to lose weight and keep it
off
GIVEN FREE
To all regular members and those
who join during the week of Sep-
tember 18-24.
MESSAGE FROM KAY:
"Variety is the spice of life, and variety and good nutrition are
the basics of the Weight Watchers Program. The gift of this
cookbook is our way of saying thanks to Kentucky and
Southern Indiana for 9 e x citi n g, wonderful years. We
dedicate ourselves to continue helping those who need us to
fight the "Battle of the Bulge."





WEIGHT WATCHERS: It's Teaching...Sharing...and Caring




Kay & Jim Morrissey, Area Directors
'WEIGHT WATCHERS'‘AIS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF WEIGHT WATCHERS IN-
TERNATIONAL INC. HANHASSET.N.Y WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL 1077
4
downs late in the game.
Fullback Mike Hopkins went
up the middle for one and
quarterback Kirk Starks
picked up a first down on a
keeper up the middle. The
series found North moving
down to the Lone Oak 33
before time ran out.
Payne recognized Kirk
Starks, Shawn Jones and Mike
Hopkins for their work on
offense while citing Kevin
Kernell and Steve Young for
their defensive efforts.
In a seventh grade scrim-
mage game, Lone Oak
defeated North 13-0.
It was basically the same
story for Southwest Calloway.
The first time South Mar-
shall had the ball, they scored
on a 40-yard pass then added
the conversion to go ahead 8-0.
Then early in the second
quarter, the Rebels scored on
a .30-yard option sweep and
added the conversion to go up
16-0.
The final TD for the Rebels
came just before the end of the
first halt and again, the 16-
yard scoring run came on an
option sweep. the Rebels
scored on the conversion to
make it a 24-0 lead at halftime.
"Our kids really had stage-
fright for the first half,"
Southwest coach Merrill Brick
said.
"They were simply totally
lost. Our backs didn't know
where to go with the ball. It
looked like everyone just lost
consciousness. But in the
second half, we played much
better.
"They picked up one first
down that I can remember,
possibly two. Our defense
stiffened considerably. We got
real good defensive play from
our linebackers, David Tipton
and Ted Dowdy, and from our
nose guard, Jerry McClure,"
Brick added.
Like North Calloway in their
loss to Lone Oak, Southwest
Calloway failed to pick up a
first down during the first
half. But in the second half,
the Southwest club did do
better on offense.
"Our fullback, Tony Jetton.
turned into a real yeoman for
us in the last quarter. He
picked up two or three first
downs and gained 25 or 30
yards in just that one quar-
ter," Brick added.
Brick said that on the last
play of the game, David
Tipton of Southwest almost
broke loose for a score.
"He took a punt on our 20-
yard line and returned it down
to around their 35 before he
was finally brought down,"
Brick said.
"Our offensive line began to'
come off the ball very well in
the second half and that's the
reason we were able to inove
ad-
ded. 
some on offense," Brik 
Here is the schedule for next
Tuesday:
North will play a 6 p.m.
contest at Grove Junior High
in Paris, South Marshall will
be at East Calloway for a 5
p.m. game and Ballard
Memorial will be at Southwest
for a 5 p.m. game. Southwest
was to have played Benton but
a conflict in scheduling forced
Southwest to pick up Ballard
Yanks Go Up By 21/2 Over
Bosox, Guidry Gets Gem
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer -
For their most ihiportant
game of the season, the New
York Yankees did not start
formei 20-game winners
Catfish Hunter, Ken Holtzman
or Mike Torrez. Her did they
trot out last year's 19-game
winner Ed Figueroa or former
Cincinnati ace Don Gullett.
Instead, they opted for their
stopper, Ron Guidry, the
skinny rookie with the blazing
fastball.
High School Poll
By The Associated Press
Here are the top teams in
the five Kentucky Associated
Press high school football
polls, with first place votes in
parentheses, record and total
points:
Jefferson County AAAA
1. Lou Trinity (5) 3-0 50
2. Lou St. Xavier 3-040
3. Southern 3-030
4. Lou Bishop David 3-014
5 Valley 2-1 12
State AAAA
1 Lex Tates Creek (7) 3-0
114
2 Owersboro (6) 3-0 110
3 Bowling Green (2) 3-0 102
4 Boone Co. 2-0 70
5 Lex Lafayette 2-122
State AAA
I. Erlanger Lloyd (12) 2-1
138
2. Ft. Thos. Highlands (1) 2-
182




1. Bardstown (6) 3-0 104
2. Caldwell Co. (4) 3-0 92
3. Corbin (4) 2-1 84




1. Nicholas Co. (8) 3-0 93
2. Tompkinsville (3) 3-0 82
3. Paintsbille (2) 3-080
4. Frankfort (1) 3-1 72
5. Campbellsville 2-1 64
"Guidry's been our most
consistent pitcher since he got
into the starting rotatipn,"
said Yankee Manager Billy
Martin. "I think when he's
right he can throw as hard as
anyone in the league."
The Boston Red Sox, seeing
Guidry for the first time this
season, now can attest to both
the 27-year-old's speed and
accuracy. He wiped them out
4-2 Tuesday night with a five-
hit, nine-strikeout
performance that palled the
Yankees 21,4 games in front of
the Red Sox in the tight
American League East
race. "I've pitched a lot of
good games but I don't think
I've been as excited to win a
game as much as this,"
Guidry said sfter posting his
sixth conseciitive triumph, the
last four of them complete
games.
"I think that's the first time
I literally jumped off the
mound and that's something I
hardly ever do," said Guidry,
whose 14th victory in 20
decisions ended Boston's five-
game winning streak.
The idle Baltimore Orioles
are three games back. New
York has 17 games remaining,
Boston 18 and Baltimore 19.
Elsewhere in the AL, the
Chicago White Sox downed the
Minnesota Twins 6-1, the
California Angels bombed the
Texas Rangers 12-7 and the
Milwaukee Brewers nipped




Oakland and Kansas City and
a night game between Detroit
and Cleyeland.
Mickey Rivers, not
normally known for his power,
gave the Yankees a 3-2 lead
with a two-run homer in New
York's three-run fifth inning
before an eetited throng of
55,269 - the, largest regular-
season crowd in the
refurbished Yankee Stadium.
Angels 12, Rangers 7
Dave Kingman blasted a
pair of two-run homers, his
first in the AL, as California
beat Texas and also became a
part of pitching history.
Gaylord Perry struck out
eight Angels to raise his
career total to 2,823, moving
him past Cy Young to fourth
on the all-time list. The 39-
year-old Perry trails Jim
Bunning, Bob Gibson and
Walter Johnson, whose career
mark stands at 3,506.
White Sox 6, Twins 1
Jim Essian hit a two-run
homer and Oscar Gamble
Rookie Team Wins
QUEBEC (AP) - A rookie
team representing the New
York Rangers of the National
Hockey League defeated the
Quebec Ramparts of the
Quebec Major Junior Hockey
League 7-5 in an exhibition
hockey game Tuesday night.
added a solo shot, backing
Francisco Barrios' eight-
hitter and pacing Chicago
Over Minnesota.
The triumph moved the
second-place White Sox within
71,4 games of Kansas City, the
leader in the AL West.
Brewers 6, Mariners 5
Don Money's one-out homer





homer had given Seattle a 4-2
lead in the fifth inning and
Juan Bernhardt's seventh
homer of the season in the
sixth added another. But
Robin Yount of Milwaukee
tied the game 5-5 with a three-
run, two-out homer in the
ninth.
Money then slammed his
24th homer to right-center
field.
Advanced Tickets On
Sate For Friday's Game
If you have plans of attending the Murray High-Mayfield
football 'game at Mayfield Friday, you should get an
advanced ticket as soon as possible.
Only 150 adult tickets were sent to Murray High. The
tickets are $2.50 apiece. A total of 200 student tickets were
sent to Murray High. They are $1.00 apiece.
The catch is this: All tickets will be 82.50 at the gate so
students who plan to attend the game can save $1.50 by
purchasing tickets in advance.
The adult tickets are on advanced sale only at Murray
High. The student tickets will be on advanced sale on a first-
come, first-served basis at both Murray High and Murray
Middle.
Mayfield principal Ralph Colby said an effort would be
made to reserve a section of seats on the left side (as one
enters) of the stadium.
There are 600 wooden bleacher seats on the other side of the
stadium but 200 of those will be taken by the Murray High
band, thus meaning, there will be 400 bleacher seats, which
will be reserved for students from Murray.
Mayfield will carry a 2-1 record into the contest. The
Cardinals opened their season by being blown off the field by
Nashville Brentwood then winning over Fort Campbell and
East St. Louis.
Murray High will take a 2-0 record into the game. The
Tigers have beaten Reidland and Fulton County.
It will be the first District 2-A contest for either club.
GO ODOVEAR
Elkit 111
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RAM CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will
Just Say It'
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130 -4 cyl $44.01 - 8 cyl
• our mechanics electronically fine tune
, your engine • New points, plugs and
condenser • Test 000(ms/stamen sys-
tems. tire engine, /Cyst carburetor
• mekts maintain 5 sweete running en
gone • Includes Datsun, Toyota. VW and
light tru0s • Cars with electronic lei
torsp.gda Tess
Mgr. R. Cartwright










brand 10 30 grads oil
• Complete chassis habrica-
from and oil change • Helps
ensure tong wearing parts
and smooth. Quiet perform
once • Pius* Phone for a0-
Pointment • iodides Hitt
trucks
Owl‘f Cetlytkilift, my.









Excludes front-wheel drive cars
• Complete analysis and
alignanent correction - to
increaSe tire mileage and
Improve steering • PretIt10/1
equipment used by ever,
enced mechanics. helps en






2 -Paha& Front Dm install new front
0.st biake pads • Repack and inspect
hoist *neat bearings • lave,' an.
&aut.( system end rotors (does nor
include rear wheels)
OR
4-1Reifel Deus. • type Instalt nos.
bat.1.n.nit all low lintels ilillaoack
front 1111i11•1 beif MIS • Inspect
and brake hydiaulK system add fluid
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
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- YOU TAKE IT—North Calloway quarterback kirk Starks (15) hands the boll off to fallback Mike
Hopkins. Trying to block on the left side of the line is Mike Sheppard (78) of North. Napkins did
menage to pick up a first down later in the game.
(Staff Pinta' by Mike keedee)
Magic Number Down To
Four For Los Angeles
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Los Angeles hosts the
Cincinnati Reds tonight in the
opener of a two-game series,
and when it's over the
National League West
Division race could, too.
The Dodgers would have to
win both games to clinch the
pennant, but the way both
teams played Tuesday night it
wouRin't be surprising. The
Dodgers humbled San Diego
18-4 while Cincinnati lost 13-4
to red-hot Houston.
But even one Los Angeles
victory would put the Dodgers
within one triumph or one
Cincinnati loss of clinching a
tie for the championship with
more than two weeks to play.
Cesar Cedeno had four hits
and knocked in three runs for
the Astros against Cincinnati,
giving him three homers, two
triples and eight hits in 10 at-
bats in the last two games.
"It's one of my best
streaks," said Cedeno, who




Entires for the Calloway
County Band Boosters Buddy
Bass Tournament will be
accepted on the day of the
tourney.
The tourney will be held








horrendous .174 on June 24 to
.256. "I'm proud of what I've
done."
The Astros' two-game
sweep of the Reds has brought
Houston to within 2',2 games of
second-place Cincinnati.
Dodgers 18, Padres 4
Los Angeles pounded San
Diego for 18 hits and scored 10
runs in an inning for the first
time since 1971. The 10-run
second frame was highlighted
by two hits by Dusty Baker,
who had a three-run homer
and a two-run double.
Pirates 2, Phillles 0
Jim Rooker, 12-9, and Rich
Gossage combined for a five-
hitter, with Gossage collecting
his 21st save by going the last
11-3 innings and allowing no
hits.
Phil Garner knocked in both
Pittsburgh runs, bringing
home Frank Taveras with a
groundout after Taveras had
tripled in the first and then
tripling in another tally in the
sixth.
Expos 8, Mets 5
Montreal trailed 4-0 after
three innings and entered the
bottom of the eighth trailing 4-
3. But the Expos exploded for
five runs in the eighth inning.
Pinch-hitter Jerry White
singled in the tying run and
Met reliever Skip Lockwood
threw away Dave Cash's bunt
for another tally before rookie
Stan Papi's triple put the
game away.
Cardinals 3, Cubs 1
Jerry Mumphrey and Garry
Templeton hit two-out singles
in the fifth inning to score all
three St. Louis runs.
Bob Forsch halted the Cubs
on four hits through five
innings to improve his record
to 17-6 and become St. Louis'
winningest pitcher since Bob
Gibson won 19 games in 1972.
Giants 8, Braves 7
Bill Madlock's two-out
single after three walks in the
llth inning handed the Giants
a victory in the bottom of the
11 Tuesday night.
Madlock, who had three RBI
in the game, got the game-
winning hit off Dave
Campbell, 0-6, who walked'
Darrell Evans, Tim Foil
Derrell Thomas to get into a




The Murray Tennis Center
has announced the winners of
its first annual Labor Day
Tennis Tournament, which
because of a couple of delays
in finals matches, did not
conclude until recently.
Ron Underwood was the
winner in the Class A men's
singles while Ben Hogancamp
won the title in the Class B
singles. Frank Julian won in
the Class C singles. In the
men's doubles, Ron Un-
derwood and Ron Dunn were
the winning duo.
Candy Jackson won the
Class A women's singles with
Andrea Hogancamp the Class
B winner. Kay Taylor won the
Class C singles while Lanette
Hunt and Shellia Farmer
combined to win the doubles.
In the recent father-son
tennis tourney at the Murray
Tennis Center, the father-son
duo of Bill and Mark Whitaker
won the beginner's group
while the father-son combo of




There are still a few openings left for golfers who wish to
participate in the Jaycee Golf Tournament at the Henry-
Calloway Country Club this weekend in F'uryear.
There will be six flights and a total of $900 will be given
away in gift certificates.
Among other prizes, there will be a country ham for closest
to the pin on the par-three sixth hole. Hams will be given both
Sunday morning and afternoon.
Also, there will be five steak dinners to be given away as
well as hidden prizes.
Tee-off times will be assigned for Saturday's round while
golfers will tee off with a shotgun start at 8:15 a.m. Sunday
and at 1:15 p.m. Sunday.
The openings, which number about 15, are for the afternoon
round Saturday.
Anyone wishiliato enter-the tourney should immediately
contact the prop shop at the Henry-Calloway Country Club.
Michigan Sitting Atop Grid








Sooners, No. 1 in the
preseason poll, were having
their problems defeating
unheralded Vanderbilt 25-23
last week — a struggle that
dropped them to fifth place —
Michigan clobbered Illinois 37-
9.
That pushed the Wolverines
from preseason runner-up to
the No. 1 position in the first
regular-season poll with 42 of
62 first-place votes and 1,162 of
a possible 1,240 points in
nationwide balloting by sports
writers and broadcasters.
Southern California, fourth
in the preseason rating!,
jumped to second by thumping
Missouri 27-10. The Trojans
received four first-place votes
and 980 points.
Notre Dame, a hard-pressed
19-9 winner over Pittsburgh,
held onto third place with nine
first-place ballots and 894
points, while the defending
Baseball Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
N York 89 56 .614
Boston 86 58 .597 24.2
Bait 85 58 .594 3
Detroit 67 78 .462 22
Cleve 66 79 .455 23
Milwkee 61 87 .412 29'.2
Toronto 48 94 .338 394:
West
K.C. 87 54 .617 —
Chicago 81 63 .563 742
Texas 78 65 .545 10
Minn 77 68 .531 12
Calif 69 73 .486 1841
Oakland 56 84 .400 30'-2
Seattle 57 90 .388 33
Tuesday's Results
Oakland at Kansas City, 2,
ppd., rain
Detroit at Cleveland, ppd.,
rain
New York 4, Boston 2
Chicago 6, Minnesota 1
California 12, Texas 7





and May 16-12) at Toronto
Garvin 9-15 and Jefferson 8-
1St, 2, (t-n)
Detroit (Sykes 4-5 and Ro-
zema 15-6 ) at Cleveland (Bibby
12-11 and Fitzmorris 6-9 ) , ( t-n )
Oakland (Langford 8-16 and
Torrealba 4-5 or Coleman 2-4 ,
at Kansas City ( Leonard 16-11
and Littell 7-4) 2, It-n)
Boston ( Cleveland 9-7) at
New York ( Figueroa 14-9), (n)
Minnesota ( Goltz 17-9) at Chi-
cago Kravec 8-7), (n)
California (Brett 12-10) at
Texas (Alexander 14-10), (n)
Milwaukee ( Augustine 12-16)
at Seattle (Montague 7-10), ( n )
Thursday's Games
Oakland at Kansas City, 2, ( t-
n )
Baltimore at Toronto, (n)
Boston at New York, (n) •
Minnesota at Chicago, (n)




. W L Pct. GB
Phila 90 54 .625 —
Pitts 83 63 .568 8
Chicago 75 68 .524 14L2
Louis 76 69 .524 14- 
ontreal 66 78 .458 24
N York 57 87 .396 33
West
Los Ang 89 56 .614
Cinci 76 70 .521 13'1,
Houston 73 72 .503 16
S Fran 67 79 .459 221/2
S Diego 63 84 .429 27
Atlanta 55 90 .379 34
Tuesday's Results
Houston 13, Cincinnati 4
Montreal 8, New York 5
Pittsburgh 2, Philadelphia))
St. Louis 3, Chicago 1
Los Angeles 18, San Diego 4
San Francisco 8, Atlanta 7
Wednesday's Games
Chicago ( Krukow 8-121 3t
Montreal (Dues 1-0) (n)
New York (Espinosa 7-12, at
Philadelphia (Canton 21-8))n
Pittsburgh (Jones 3-6) at St
Louis (Urrea 7-3) (n)
Atlanta (Capra 3-11) at Sal
Diego (Owchinko 8-10) (n)
Cincinnati (Norman 14-10 at
Los Angeles (John 17-5), In
Houston (Niekro 11-5 ) at San
Francisco (Ktiopper 5-8),
Thursday's Games
Houston at San Francisco
Chicago at Montreal, ( n )
New York at Philadelphla.
( n )
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, (fl
Atlanta at San Diego, (n)
Cincinnati at St. Louis, (II)
C/RXMILZ
Lakin
Hand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 4 store inventrik:
Save on dusters. sets
solitaires, wedding bonds,
pendants, and earrings
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skidded from seventh to 16th.
Alabama trounced
Mississippi 34-13 and climbed
from sixth to fourth with one
first-place vote and 771 points.
Then came Oklahoma,
followed by Ohio State, a 10-0
winner over Miami of Florida
but down from fifth place to
sixth with one first-place vote
and 647 points.
Texas Aditod vaulted past
Texas Tech from ninth place
to seventh by downing Kansas
28-14. The Aggies received 502
points but no No. 1 ballots.
Texas Tech, however,
received one first-place vote
and 498 points after a 17-7
defeat of Baylor. The Aggies
and 'Red Raiders were
followed by a third Southwest
Conference team, Houston,
which shot from 14th to ninth
by beating UCLA 17-13. The
Cougars received one first-
place vote and 422 points.
The remaining No. 1 vote
went to another SWC team,
Texas, which crushed Boston
College 44-0. But the
Longhorns, who failed to
crack the preseason Top
Twenty, were only 18th this
time.
Penn State, 13th in the
preseason ratings, rounded
out the Top Ten. The Nittany
Lions, idle last weekend,
opened their season a week
earlier with a 45-7 smashing of
Rutgers. They received 375
points and supplanted
Maryland, No. 10 in the
preseason poll but down to
llth after a come-from-behind
21-14 triumph over Clemson.
Following Maryland in the
Second Ten were Colorado,
Mississippi State, UCLA,
Oklahoma State, Pitt,
Georgia, Texas, Florida and
Brigham Young. Brigham
Young made the rankings by
thrashing Kansas State 39-0.
The preseason Second Ten
consisted of UCLA, Colorado,
Penn State, Houston,
Nebraska, Mississippi State,
*Arizona and Florida tied for
17th, Georgia and Oklahoma
State.
Nebraska and Arizona State
dropped out of the ratings.
Nebraska was upset by
Washington State 19-10 while
Arizona State begins its
season this weekend.
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses. season
records and total points. Points
basedon20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-
5-4-3-2-1:
1.Michigan ( 42) 1-0-0 1,162
2.S. Calif. (4) 1-0-0 980
Notre Dame (9) 1-0-0 894
4.Alabama (1) 1-0-0 771
5.0klahoma (2) 1-0-0 701
6.0hio St. ( I) 1-0-0 647
7.Texas AdiM 1-0-0 502
8.Texas Tech (1(1-0-0 498
9.Houston (1) 1-0-0 422
10.Penn S. 1-0-0 375
11.Maryland 1-0-0 298
12.Colorado 1-0-0 261
13.Miss. St. 2-0-0 150
14.UCLA 0-1-0 111
15.0kla. St. 1-0-0 86
16. Pittsburgh 0-1-0 78
17.Georgia 1-0-0 73
18.Texas (1) 1-0-0 72
19.Florida 0-0-0 42
20. Brig Young 1-0-0 34
( MI RR AY LEDGER No TIMES )
PORTS
:turner, Courageous Go
Up In America Cup Race
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) —
What a difference a few years
make. Unlike 1974, when he
skippered the sluggish
Mariner, Atlanta Braves
owner Ted Turner is getting a
kick out of being able to hear
the final gun on the America's
Cup course.
Now at the helm of
Courageous, the boat that beat
Mariner for the defense three
years ago, Turner is in a
position not only to hear the
New York Yacht Club fire its
cannon but hear it from a front
row seat.
"This was a real close
race," Turner said Tuesday
after beating challenger
Australia by 1:48. "When I
was on Mariner, we usually
lost by 10 minutes all the time.
The great thing about this
year is always being able to
hear the gun go off — even
when we lost."
Australia looked her best
Tuesday at the start, beating
Courageous across Lby 12
seconds. However, thg 12-
meter yacht from down under
was sailing with the wrong
mainsail and lost time getting
it trimmed.
"We thought there would be
more chop than there actually
was and our headsail was not
tight-winded enough," Robins
said.
Robins initiated a tacking
duel on the first leg but woupd
up wasting time as
Courageous sailed way on the
weather side of the course,
rounding the first mark 1:08
ahead of the new Aussie yacht.
We tacked early when we
probably shouldn't have,"
Robins admitted.
After the 24.3-mile race in
Rhode Island Sound, Turner
explained that he t=t1hre:
bejibs after ing ask
decided which ones were best.
"We used the five ounce
(per sailmaker's yard) in light
winds, the seven ounce in
medium wind and the nine
ounce in heavier winds," he
said.
Turner, owner of the Atlanta
Braves who was suspended for
a year from baseball by
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn for
tampering with another
team's player, also was asked
if Kuhn was in town for the
races.
Turner replied: "No, he's
not here. I hope somebody
pushes him in ... no, he's been
invited up. He's been talking
about coming up, but it's going
to take a lot of courage."
Meanwhile, Australia
syndicate boss Alan Bond said
he requested a day off from
racing today to work on sails.







The Friendly Folks give you




12, 20, 410 or 410 Youth 94C
Segic shut • A0ornot, elect°, • (hr< wol
rwt (pop and




6622 cal. Western Carb
ine
A lever action single shot rifle with the styling
of the American West. Automatic election.
Save 12333
Model 1200-12 or 20 GA. Pump
Has three interchangeable screw-in chokes (Full, Mod. 




Winchester Dove & Quail, 12, 16
or 20 Go ,t 64 '6 3 11651Winches
ter Squirrel & Rabbit 12 Ga., #6
64 14 Remington Mohawk 12 or 20
Go., #8 Winchester .410









Padded foam seat and bock







Two steel qoart bottles w,th full









Requires no tuning or ad•
iustments Polymolded
steel & fiberglos handle
50-lb draw we,ght with
drop•off to 25.1b ot 30"
1, draw. 6 • •
Indian Isrch•ry "Comanche"








Sale Prices Good Thru Saturday at Over 600 Stores
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Your Individual  
Horoscope
FraiwesDnke 
FOR THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 15, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Dissidents or others not
having your best interests at
heart may try to dissuade you
from following carefully laid
plans. Ignore them.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May Z1) b€;•
Some planetary restrictions.
Be tactful in discussions and DO
control emotions. Some
situations will call for unusual
discretion. -
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Strongly beneficent Mercury
influences should lend fresh
vigor and zest to your activities.
Also, your outgoing personality
should win new friends.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 490
Job matters are likely to
conflict with personal desires
but accept the situation for the
present. It will pay off later.
LEO
(Julia), 24 to Aug. 23) 4124-401?
Without too much trouble, you
should be able to breeze through
this day with fine results. Aids:
Good timing in your approaches
and practical execution of
plans.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Curb your innate tendency to
be overly critical Don't look for




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Avoid a tendency toward
wishful thinking. Realism and
objectivity needed in all
situations.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
A hectic day, which promises
new and exciting romantic
itaffr
experiences. Be careful not to
"go overboard," however.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Romance is in your picture,
too. You'll get unmistakeable
hints that someone you admire
considers you very attractive.
Follow up!
CAPRICORN




However, your ability to move
in tight spots and maintain
equilibrium in difficult-
situations can see you through.
AQUARIUS 
F=(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 0,A
Enthusiasm must be properly
channeled to be effective. Do
not go to extremes on this
generally stimulating day.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
)(
C.
An original twist or a new
'method could brighten routine,
but don't go overboard and
attempt the bizarre.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly energetic, always op-
timistic, ambitious and far
more self-confident than many
others of your. Sign. Your
trustworthiness is another of
your notable qualities and your
guardianship of others will
always be carried out to the
point of perfection. In fact, in all
things you are a perfectionist at
heart and may drive yourself —
and others — too hard at times.
You are quite a philosopher and
would make an excellent
counselor or teacher if you can
curb that trait of being too
exacting with those under your
supervisicn. Other fields in
which you could excel:
medicine, the law, diplomacy,
statesmanship, literature or
mitsic. Birthday of: William H.








Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
PROVERBS 14: 12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
„sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait




Handcraft invites you to
come by and see the new




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell 42






MURRAY ICE CO. is now








Service & Sales for mowers
and chain saws. Any type
small engine repair
hwy. 14 East 753-0400




Tamales will be ready
anytime after 4 p.m.
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These Items On Display
Throughout The Store







































































Chuck Roast lb 89'
USDA Choice Boneless
Chuck Roast
Pure - 3 lbs or more
Ground Beef
Fspires 9-2077
Gond Only At Slorty's
Expires 920.77
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Del Monte Chunk Light





Spam 7 oz 69'
Carnation Evaporated
Milk I 5 oz 37'
89'
l3 oz. 41'
Limit Per Customer With $7.50 Add. Per.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy PrOdurts
Every Day Low Shelf Prices
Philadelphia Creom


























































Water 12 oz 41'
Dishwashing
Cascade









By F.J.L. Ellaseigame, MD.
0. Mrs. S. M. writes that
her nephew has had a
break in his lower left leg a
about 'a hand's width
above the ankle; and the
bone won't unite. The in-
jury resulted from a mo-
torcycle accident which oc-
curred four months ago.
He has had other frac-
tures earlier in life, and
they have healed normal-
ly.
She wants to know why
his leg has not healed. She
asks, 'Will an operation on
the bone be necessary?'
A. Fractures in the lower
third of the leg are Occa-
sionally troublesome about
uniting, even when the bro-
ken parts are brought to-
gether and held in position.
The reasons is said to be a
poor blood supply to the
bone after such fractures.
If the break fragments
(comminutes) into several
pieces, the blood supply
may be further impaired,
















Infection of the fracture
site can also interfere with
bony growth.
General nutrition is
important, and a -diet rich
in protein, minerals, and
vitamins is indicated. x-
cessive use of alcohol is
said to contribute to faulty
regrowth of bone. Some-
times, systemic disease,
such as diabetes mellitus,
may predispose to nonu-
Mon. Your nephew's physi-
cain has probably already
checked to rule out such
corbdiditons.
Occasionally, surgery is
necessary and may con-
sists of a bone graft. The
results are generally satis-
factory and usually result
in firm bony union, after
an additional healing pe-
riod of eight to twelve
weeks. Such operative
work and care should be
done by an experienced
surgeon who reguarly op-
erates on bones.
SLEEP AND HEALTH
Q. Mr. P. A. thinks it is
unwise to tSke medicine
for sleep, but he wonders
whether persons who get
eight or more hours of it
enjoy better health than
persons who regularly re-
quire less sleep.
A. The amount of sleep
regularly required by a
person has no significant
relationship to their gen-
eral health. Evidence
points to the fact that those
who sleep only five Or'SLIC
hours may live as long and
possess as much vigor and
endurance as others who
require nine or ten hours.
It is unwise to use drugs
for for a prolonged period
to produce sleep. An occa-
sional dose of medicine
i such as an antihistamin-
ic) to induce sleep may be
taken with helpful results.
Such medication may as-
sist you to get to sleep
more easily, though the
total amount of sleep may
not be increased.
* NOTICE *
Effective Oct. 1, 1977, the Murray
Sanitation Dept. will no longer accept
the use of 55-gallon drums as refuse
containers for residential or com-







Located 1 mile out of the city 1011i11 On Hwy. 111








'Large selection of outdoor cactus
*Chemical application
Fall is ideal for planting. Corn-
plate line of shrubs, trees and
azaleas ready for islanting.
























Quality ooebalt inch plastic
garden hose Glossy greet 2.
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2 motors for power and quai•
ItY' Separate siotcs in steel
caninster and it, power bead.
Features extra tools. Sass-
roll wheels, exclus,ve cloth
filler bag. vIrtyl bumper and






















2139172 Reg. $7.25 $5.0
2153z72 Reg. Vie $7.11
4139z72 Reg. $14.40 116°
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Reserve The Right.To Limit Quantities
753-8777
Acres of Free Parking
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POLICEMAN GOES TO SCHOOL—Officer Clarence Cashlie of the Murray Police
Department explains to Mrs. Ann Chrisman's IGndergarten class at Carter Elementary a
policeman's hat and the duties and responsibilities of the men who wear it. Among his
captivated audience (above) are, left to right, Chris Blair, Hanna Shapla and Allyson
Routt. The kindergarteners were also treated to a ride in a patrol car by Officers
Castile (right). Mike Mills (left) and John David Morgan are obviously pleased with the
opportunity.
Photos by Kaye Peebles
Proposal For Purchasing Rail Cars Considered
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A legislative subcorrunittee is
considering a proposal that
the state help finance the
purchase of coal and grain rail
cars to help ease what some
officials have called a critical
shortage.
Under the proposal
discussed Tuesday by the
subcommittee, a Kentucky
coal transportation authority
would be created with power
to issue up to $100 million in
revenue bonds. The bonds
would cover construction
costs for about 3,800 rail cars.
Assuming an 80-ton capacity
for each car, 300,000 tons of
coal or a similar amount of
grain or other materials could
be moved at a given time.
In coal production, that
would mean about seven
million tons of coal a year,
based on February, 1976
estimates.
Current estimates on the
potentia1. increase in coal
production per each additional
rail car were not available.
Likewise for the grain
industry, Bill Bennett, deputy
commissioner of agriculture
told the Coal and Grain Rail
Transportation Subcommittee
he has been unable to
determine the number of




Rep. Buddy Adams, D-
Bowling Green, asked the
Legislative Research
Commission to gather the
updated information before




warning that record grain
harvests increasingly are
outstripping transportation
and storage facilities. 4
Grain production has
doubled over the past 10 years
and the railroads are not
keeping up with that growth,"
he said.
Adams expressed toncern
that railroad companies would
become dependent on the state
leasing authority for financing
all future rail car purchases.
But Kerney cote of the
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All prices plus Fri. and old tire off car
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Protect now egoinst Boa
Over, freeze Ups & Cor-
rosion. Install it youtrAN
or let us install it for you












YOUR 5 41 C
WIUWL qt.
Choole between Horoline, 
Quaker State or Pennzoil. 20 .
Of. 30 wt. e • • 2
19 1 /7 2 3 •
Lityllt 10 qt.
USE OTASCO CREDIT!
Sole Prices Geed Through Saturday at O







subcommittee that would not
be the case.
The addition of 3,800 rail
cars in Kentucky would help
an awful lot, but more would
be needed," Cole said. "This
doesn't mean the railroads
would stop buying rail cars."
The idea that the state lend
the weight of its financial
resources to help increase the
number of rail cars for
shipping coal and grain is not
new.
The 1976 General Assembly
considered a proposal to
create a leasing authority.
Railroad companies would
lease the cars and save money
overall because of the tax-
exempt nature of the revenue
bonds.
But the proposal failed
because of fears that if the
railroads defaulted on the
agreement, the state could be
left holding the financial bag,
said Richard Sims, a staff
member of the LRC.
The subcommittee was
created by the Interim Joint
Committee on Appropriations
and Revenue last week to
study the matter and seek
safeguards to limit the state's
risk, Sims said.
A second factor that has
worked against the concept in
past years is legislator's
uneasiness with the notion of
the " state getting involved
in what most consider a




that concern on the basis of
the potential benefit to state
revenues.
"Severance tax revenues
account for about 10 per cent
of the general fund," McClure
said. "This proposal has the
potential to increase that to 15,
20 or 25per cent. Anything you
can do to stimulate growth in
that sector you should do
without getting hung up on
public-private issues."
While that aspect remains
largely subjective, the latest
propOsal under consideration
is designed -to protect the




individuals who lease cars
from the authority would be
held financially responsible
for maintaining the
agreement, Sims said. The








reported planning a small,
private funeral for the
legendary conductor and
recording pioneer who molded
the Philadelphia Orchestra'
into one of the word's greatest
and helped shape America's
musical tastes in the first half
of the century. Stokcnvski died
in his sleep Tuesday at his
home in Nether Wallop, a
village. in Hampshire. His
agent in Britain, Marty
Wargo, said the 95-year-old
conductor "just slipped
away" after a career of more
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Creme Rinse & Conditioner
Regular — Oily
& Extra Body W/Balsam
12 oz. 8 oz.
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LaBelle Lance Says She Would
Be Surprised If Husband Quit
By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Bert Lance has planted azalea
bushes in his Mickyard here.
-If it will give you a hint,"
says his wife,' we plan to be





Lance says she would be
surprised if he resigned his
post as director of the Office of
Management and Budget.
"I don't think it will even be
talked about until after the




Committee is looking into
Lance's financial dealings








"If Art should ever decide
that he would be less effective
as budget director, then I
think he would sit down with
the President and talk about
it. But I don't think that time
will come before the Senate
hearings," she said, adding:
"Plus, the law says that a
man should have a hearing
before he is condemned."
Mrs. Lance was at home
polishing silver when a
reporter called to ask if she
would discuss her side of what
has become known as The
Lance Affair." She agreed
immediately.
An hour later she was sitting
in her formal parlor in her
Georgetown home, wearing a
vibrant red dress her husband
bought her this summer
because he thought she needed
some cheering up. And she
passionately defended the
man she married 27 years ago
last week.
"Bert has a tremendous
intellectual mind and his mind
grasps finances well ...," she
said. "His business affairs
have been very complicated,
which is why most people
don't understand them."
As she tells it, this ability to
comprehend the complexities
of his own financial dealings





MORE ABOUT THE AMAZING MINERALS, as with
all essential nutrients, we could not live without them.
Vitamins have been in the spotlight of publicity to the
extent that often times the value of minerals has been
overlooked. Yet, without the body-building, body-
regulating minerals, the vitomins would have no role to
play. In the last column and today we ore writing obout
the minerals needed in relatively large amounts
compared to the extremely small quantities of the troce
minerals required. In oddition to calcium,chlorine, iron
and magnesium our bodies need potassium, phosphorus,
sodium and sulfur plus the trace minerals.
Potassium, along with sodium, helps regulate body
fluids. It aids in the release of energy and glycogen and
protein synthesis.
Phosphorus is port of every tissue of the body and ploys
a key role in the general metabolism. Both calcium and
phosphorus ore required for strong bones and teeth.
Sodium, found mainly in blood plasma and fluids
outside the cells, helps maintain water balance inside and
outside cells.
Sulfur is involved in the transfer of energy. It's also o
component port of several important amino acids, as well
as 8-complex vitamins thiamine (Vitamin 81) and biotin.
More on the value of the trace minerals chromium,
cobalt, copper, fluorine, manganese, molybdenum,
selenium ond zinc in columns to follow.
Remember nearly all your body's processes depend
upon the octiori of minerals. Nutrients such as
vitamins,proteins, enzymes, carbohydrates, etc. require
minerals for action.
Put more "action" in your lifitith mineral rich foods
and supplements. You will be pleased with yourself when
you see the results in you or your husband or wife Good
nutrition can "contribute" to clear thinking, cheerful,
energetic, calm, ambitious happy people Happy homes
hove happy people. Every precious moment of life could
be enjoyed more if you will have more respect for yourself
and what makes you tick.
HOME & HEARTH HEALTH FOOD STORE, Lone Oak
Plaza Shopping Center, Hwy. 45 So Lone Oak Rd., 554-
5222 is your headquarters for natural foods and
supplements. We welcome you to come by and shop at
the largest health food store within 150 miles. Open 10
AM 6 days a week. Mon-Thurs.-10-6, Fri. 10-7, Sot. 10-5.
HEALTHY HINT:
Monukko raisins are a minerol-treosure of potassium, .
sulfur, calcium, iron and other nutrients
Then how, she was asked,
could the Lances pledge the
same stock dividends as
collateral on two different
banks for two different loans?
Mrs. Lance's brown eyes
narrowed and she took a sip of
iced tea from her crystal
goblet. "Now, I'll tell you one
thing," she said. "I feel very
strongly that my husband has
done nothing dishonest and
nothing wrong. He'll answer
those things in the Senate
hearings."
Asked if she has sensed any
weakening in President
Carter's support for her
husband, Mrs. Lance said,
"No. I think the President
feels — very justly so — that
the Senate committee should
have their chance to hear
Bert, and Bert should have a
chance to speak before them
and answer many of these
misrepresented allegations
and charges.
"But basically I think the
President has to go along with
running the country, and I
don't think he has to spend
nine-tenths of his time
answering questions about
Bert Lance. I think he's
probably just as secure and
serene in his own mind as he
was when we came because he
knows us and we know him
from a long time standing, not
a fly-by-night (friendship. i"
The past few weeks have
been difficult ones, Mrs.
Lance said. But she continues
to attend prayer meetings, do.





NEW YORK. (AP) — Mark
Rudd, one of the most
prominent leaders of the 1960s
antiwar movement, will face a
variety of charges after
voluntarily ending his seven
years as a fugitive member of
the clandestine !Weather
Underground.
He planned his surrender
today at the offices of
Manhattan District Attorney
Robert Morganthau.
Rudd had eluded a
sometimes intensive FBI
manhunt since 1970. His
"Wanted" poster still was
tacked to Post Office walls
from coast-to-coast when
attorney Gerald I,efcourt told
authorities Tuesday that Rudd
would give himself up today.
"We have a busy two days
ahead of us," Lefcourt said
late Tuesday.
Lef court said Rudd would be
flown to Chicago on Thursday
to face Illinois charges.
Rudd led the student
takeover at Columbia
University in 1968, and
engaged in bloody street
fighting with Chicago police a
year later. He faces charges
related to both incidents.
His decision to surrender
follows earlier reports that the
Weather Underground had
split into factions and some
members wanted to
"surface," abandoning the
tactics of violence to
concentrate on above-ground
political activity.
Dr. Richard R. Cunningham
FACOG PSC
Obstetrics And Gynecology





After Hours And Weekends
759-1550
at YOUR
Were your neighburhood hardware store with national chain buying power.
Reg. $109.95 16 ga steel finished in off-white
enamel. Self-locking stay — open
braces. Built-in reinforced support
bracket for sliding tray. Continuous
hinge'with built-in water drains.
Ch me plated paddle-type latch
conplete with locks and keys for
theft protection. Large storage area
for bulky tools and supplies
CB MOBIL TRANSCEIVER BRO 1111
with Built-In Home Intercom
Communication outside
and inside your home 3. 
positionswitch permits
monitoring thru intercom
or PA 40-Channel lighted
dial, noise limiter switch
Incl. CB radio, antenna PA






vania crude blended with












Features large cinnamon .
brown numerals and hands
White lighted dial; whit"





Swing top for easy
loadup. Warms up fast.
Cooks too! 201/2" wood
box. 23
24" long Wood Box. 27
3-BLADE
KNIFE
Old Timer-one like gran
dad's, but better. Best hi
carbon cutlery blades 60T
LA HI
FIAT WALL FINISir





An excellent value for wise and
•hrihy home owners This high
fully washable flat goes on
..asy, dries fast Water cleanup.




Automatic thermostat. 220 sq in. reflector
moves heated air 55 co ft./min. Safety tip-over
switch 1370 watts 01/30H23 .13.99









The tonvenient deep fryer that prepares delightful meals for















It seals and colors in one coat.
Helps wood resist weather and
warping F ot use indoors our out
wood siding, fences, patio turn,












Automatic thermostat holds *even
heat. One fueling lasts overnight
Heat-resistant, baked-enamel cabi


















For over dry skin.













































Limit 3 Fits All Fords
Oral B
Tooth Brush
Choice of Oral 860- Oral B










Bydbillette, Cordless, fast and easy to use.
Heats in about 2 minutes. Model 933.
s,ale$995
re'
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Carter administration is
preosinig Congress to support
Iplans -to place cancer
Carter Administration Urges Warnings,,on diet foods, softdrinks aid other products
containing saccharin.
Four administration
officials urged the Senate on
Tuesday to pass legislation
requiring the health v‘arnings
on product labels and in
advertising.
Canadian studies have
shown that saccharin, widely
Cancer Labels On Food, Drinks
used in diet foods and diet
sodas, causes cancer in
animals and may cause
bladder cancer in humans.
The administration
apparently is resorting to
health warnings in view of
indications that lawmakers,
under pressure from many
voters, are unwilling to permit
the government to ban most
sales of saccharin.
The Senate is preparing to
act on legislation that would
dela!, for 18 months
proposed Food and Drug
Administration prohibition on
the marketing of foods and
beverages containing - the
sugar substitute.
The heads of the FDA, the
National Institutes, of Health
and the Federal Trade
Commission issued a joint
statement supporting
inclusion of the warning






Donald Fredrickson and FTC
Chairman Michael Pertschuk
said, "Any legislation
imposed by Congress that
stays regulatory action
against saccharin should, we
believe, at least contain
provisions designed to provide








undersecretary of the •
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
Champion said he opposes the
saccharin legislation as a bad
precedent for congressional
interference in the regulatory
process "on a product-by-
product basis."
The FDA, after studying the
results of Canadian laboratory M
tests that showed saccharin
caused bladder cancer in rats, t
announced plans last spring to
ban sale of saccharin.
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more hunting items than any other area store.. .all at discount prices
Get Ready For The
Hunting Season




















































Choice of levier - *-





















9 ft. Section $ A 37
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Bath Mat, Contour Mat,
Lid, Tank Top,
I, Tank Cover.
Mid* Soft Pile, Non Skid


























































  15 oz.
Plus bottles







512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.












Owned & Operated By Charles Johnson
Prices Good Through
September 20th


















DILL CHIPS l6 oz. 55°
Kellys




PANCAKE MIX 21b 69°
Maxwell House (with coupon)
COFFEE





















  18 oz.





  1 lb. 79°
  1 lb. can
* FROZEN FOODS*
Frosty Acres 2-9"Shells(3 Pens)
PIE SHELLS 49°
Frosty Acres
FROSTY WHIP 9 oz. 49'
SPEARS 8 oz. 39°
*PRODUCE*
Jonathan







  3 lb. bag49°
Sweet
POTATOES lb 29




4C9 LA Ir. IC, .
• Johnson's Coupon no
1 Lb. Can
Maxwell House $329
COFFEE With This C,oupon
is‘
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Administration Energy Package
Undergoing Changes In Senate
WASHINGTON I AP — President
Carter's energy program is undergoing
major changes in the Senate, where a
leading member of the energy
committee says the administration's
plan to restructure electric utility rates
will fail.
Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La.,
predicted the rate .reforms will be
largelirareted as the conumttee is
ScheduVoi to take up the proposal
today. .
Tuesday night, the Senate approved
an omnibus energy conservation bill
that bans the production of automobiles
with poor gas mileage.
This is a sharp departure from the
Carter plan, which called for a tax, but
Mortgage Rate Relief
Coming To Low Income
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)— Low-
income families who want to build a
new home but can't afford the current
Merest rate on mortgages have
received more relief with the approval
of a $50 million bond issue by the
Kentucky Housing Corp.
The issue was approved Tuesday by
the state Property and Buildings
Commission.
Most of the housing revenue bonds
will be used to finance mortgages for
new single-family dwellings. The $44
million allocated for that purpose will
be guaranteed by the Federal Housing
Authority or the Veterans
Administration, said Lynn Luallen,
KHC executive director.
An existing multi-family housing
development in Elizabethtown will be
financed with $965,000. The remainder
Theatre . . .
(Continued from ?age One)
we want something that can either be
altered or restyled to make a useable
costume," she announced. "From
ballet and Halloween costumes to
shoes, hats, & jewelry, our Costume
Department will gladly accept
donation of any of the garments.",.
Anyone wishing to donate to the
costume department may contact Ellen
Spencer at 753-6387 or drop them by her
house at 1605 Main Street.
Also, the Theatre Group is in need of
a studio upright piano that is in good
working condition.
"We would gladly move it if
someone in the community might lend
or donate this instrument," said Clegg
Austin, vice-president of the
Community Theatre. For further
information contact Richard Valentine
at 753-2288. •
There are various other items that
the threate would like to acquire, such
as: a sewing machine, a versatile work
bench, a derby hat and a straw hat.
**We need these items immediately
for the up-coming production of 'The
Fantasticks'," a spokesman said.
For further inforkiation concerning
the above items contact Production
Committee Chairman Ellen Spencer.
President Jo Hem Curris said, "We
would like to take this opportunity to
thank the entire community for their
resounding support during our current
membership drive. Due to the
overwhelming response, we have
almost reached the goal set up for us by
the Kentucky Arts Commission. Now,
our educational programs combined
with the theatrical aspect of our
Theatre Group will be made available
to all persons in the community."
Anyone seeking additional
information about the Community
Theatre should send their name and
address to P. 0. Box 952, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
The ' first general membership
meeting since the membership drive
got underway has been scheduled for
Thursday evening, September 15, at
'7:30 at the Public Library. There will
also be a Junior Membership meeting
at 3:30 in the afternoon, also at the
library.
"This will be a very special meeting
to introduce all of our newest members
to what Community Theatre is all
about," a spokesman said.
goes for KHC administrative costs.
The 1977 series A bonds will be issued
Thursday in. New York City by Blyth
Eastman Dillon & Co., Luallen said at
an annual interest rate of 5.6 per kilt.
Loans for new home construction will
be made at 61,5 per cent. Citizens
Fidelity Bank and Trust Co. of
Louisville is acting as Kentucky agent
in the bond issue.
The interest rate on loans made from
the bond issue compared with a current
market rate of 8 to 8'2 per cent, "is
extremely good," Luallen said. "This
means an approximate savings of $23 a
month on a monthly mortgage
payment, or $8,500 on a $25,000, 30-year
mortgage."
The bond issue is designed to make
available low-intetest loans to 'low-
income families who otherwise could
not afford the current market rate,
Luallen said. Fifteen per cent of the
loans are earmarked for persons with
annual incomes of $10,000 or less, he
said.
The bond issue, dated Sept. 1, will be
made available through 24 financial
institutions with 40 to 50 outlets in
Kentucky, Luallen said. The loans
should become available in about four
months, he added.
Gov. Julian Carroll, chairman of the
property and buildings commission,
said the bond issue will help spur
Kentucky's construction industry in
addition to providing low-interest loans
to prospective homeowners.
Finance and ...Administration
Secretary Russell M-cClure, a member
of the commission, said the bond issue
will bring the KHC's total bond issue to
$361 million. The corporation is
authorized under state law for a
maximum issue of $400 million.
not a prohibition on the fuel-inefficient
automobiles.
The bill, which contains many of the
energy-saving steps the President is
pushing, was approved after the Senate
rejected a mandatory gasoline
rationing plan.
The energy committee Tuesday
failed to break a deadlock on the
President's proposal to continue
natural gas price controls, sending the
issue to the full Senate, where a fierce
floor fight is expected next week.
Many of the administration's other
energy proposals, especially the tax on
industrial use of oil and natural gas,
appear to be in serious trouble. The
Senate Finance Committee continues
hearings on these measures today.
Fish Kill Planned
For Next Year As
Part Of Experiment
GOLDEN POND, Ky.( AP) — Fish in
a deep 22-acre embayment of Lake
Barkley will be killed next September
unless plans change, according to a
spokesmen for the Kentucky
Department of Fish and • Wildlife
Resources.
James Axon, fishery biologist with
the department, said 60,000 to 70,000
pounds of fish are expected to be killed
by the toxic chemical Retenone.
Axon said, the massive fish kill is
being carried out in the interest of
better fishing by determining how
many and what kinds of fish are where
at a particular time of the year.
The information obtained through the
kill will be used to determine what fish
to stock, how to attract other fish to
certain fishing areas and how to
regulate fishing, Axon said.
Arnold Mitchell, commission of the
'Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, said last week he
feels there "should there be serious
opposition to the project," the kill
would be held some place other than
Lake Barkley.
Axon said support or opposition to the
project will be determined by a series
of public meetings and response to
television and radio p4ograms and from
letters to the department at Frankfort.
Lance Declares He's
Under Unfair Attack
WASHINGTON AP ) — Budget
Director Bert Lance today declared he
is under unfair attack by innuendo and
hearsay and "we're in sad shape in this
country" if people believe his
effectiveness has been crippled as a
result.
Lance lashed out at the news media
when reporters questioned him as he
emerged this morning from his
Georgetown home. Again, he denied
any intention to resign.
Said Lance: -If you can take
allegations and innuendoes and
hearsay and everything.else, the words
Education. ..
(Continued from Page One)
For further information on the Adult
Education Program of the Murray City
Schools call Jackson, 753-4363, or Chuck
Guthrie, 762-6971, for additional
information on classes held at the Adult
Learning Center.
The Adult Education Program is
financed by the State and Federal
Government. There will be no charge
for' 'enrollment, tuition, books, or
materials ot any adult enrolling in
Adult Education, Jackson said.
of a convicted felon, and all these other
things, and put them in the paper and
show them on television that then say
that's a fact ...
"And then, without having a chance
to refute that and have my day in court,
and be faced with the charge that
because of that my effectiveness has
been damaged and crippled, then we're
in sad shape in this country."
Lance will have his day Thursday,
when he will appear before the Senate
Governmental Operations Committee.
, Meanwhile, Lance's harshest critic
on that panel, Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-
Ill., hotly denied allegations leveled by
President Carter's press secretary that
the senator himself apparently made
improper use of corporate aircraft and
facilities. The same issue has been
raised against Lance.
Lance's referral to the "words—of a
convicted felon" seemingly applied to a
visit by-Senate investigators to a man
imprisoned in Atlanta' .• for
embezzlement at one of Lance's former
banks. The embezzler, Billy Campbell,
reportedly tried to implicate Lance in
his own activities,. but his story was
contradicted by Campbell's former
attorney and has been given no
apparent credence.
. .. THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
NEW YORK AP) —Karen'
Ann Quinlan's father was
cgrtain that she would recover
even after the family won a
court fight to pull the plug on
her respirator. "I believed 'In
miracles," Joseph Quinlan,
says in "Karen : Ann: The
Quinlans Tell Their Story."
The book is a behind-the-
Ii & Amplifications 11
A typographical error in the Tuesday afternoon edition
of The Murray Ledger and Times entirely altered the
meaning of a sentence in a story on Howard "Sonny"
Hunt's speech to county Democratic Party corn-
mitteernen. The sentence mistakenlrsaid Hunt, state
Democratic Party chairman, "planned" a feud between
First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard, 1)-Mayfield,
and Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll. The sentence
should have said Hunt "panned" (played down) the so-
called feud.
The meeting of the Au-ray-Calloway County Hospital
Board, reported in Tuesday's _newspaper as being
scheduled for Thursday evening, will actually be held
tonight (Wednesday) According to hospital administrator
Stuart Poston.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in tact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please call 753-1t16
scenes look at the Quinlan
family as told to Phyllis
Battelle. It is to be released by
Doubleday & Co. on Sept. 23.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ( AP) —
The flood • waters receded
today as quickly as they rose,
leaving 18 dead, 1,200
homeless and property
damage in the millions. The 12
inches of rain in 24 hours
destroyed expensive shops at
the city's Country Club Plaza.
The damage, like the
metropolitan area, crossed
state borders and the
governors of Missouri and





considering reducing from 10
year to six years the length of
time the government can keep
secrets. Under an executive
'order now in preparation,
however, governrent
agencies would be better able
to protect the secrecy of
documents and materials
while they're classified.
WASHINGTON Al' -- A
key lawmaker says it is
unlikely the Senate will act
this year on aspects of the
Carter administration's
energy program dealing with
the regulation of utility rates.
Earlier, the House went along
with the administration's
proposal to prohibit utilities
from discounting electricity
for large industrial
• customers. It also) oanted to
require utilities to offer low
rates, to consumers in times
when demand is down.
Texas Professor Will Be
Church And
The Rev. Dr. Bill Hendricks,
professor of theology at
Southwestern Baptist
Theological .Scminary, Fort
Worth, Texas, will be the
guest speaker at the First
Baptist Church on Sunday,
September 18, at the 10:4,5. a.
ni. and seven p. m. worship
services.
_The seminary professor will
also be speical guest at the
Baptist Student Center
Fellowship at Murray State
university on Friday,
September 16, at nine p. m. He
will be luncheon guest with the
BSU Council at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord on
Saturday, September 17, at
11:30a. m.
Dr. Hendricks will speak at
the Murray State University
faculty and staff dinner to be
Dr. Bill Hendricks
held at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church on
Saturday, September 17, at
6:30 p. m.
The guest speaker has
served as pastor of the Golden
Acres Baptist Mission,
Shawnee, Okla., and South
Baptist Church, Dodson,
Texas, as assistant to the
pastor of Immanuel Baptist
Church, Wichita, Kansas, and
counselor of boys at Buckner
Orphans Home, Dallas,
Texas. He has his A. B. from
Oklahoma Baptist University,
his B. D., M. Div., and Th.D
from Southwestern Baptist
Seminary, his M. A. and Ph.D
from University of Chicago,
and has studied at Eberhard
Karl's University, Tuebingen,
Germamy, SMU at Dallas,
Texas, and Union Theological
Seminary, New York City. He
is a native of Butte, Montana.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Car Wash Planned l.
By Murray Band
The Murray High School
Band will hold a car wash on
Saturday, September 17, at
the Astro Car Wash on
Chestnut Street. Hours of the
car wash will be from 8:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Cars will be cleaned inside
as well as washed and dried.
All proceeds will go into the
Orange Bowl Travel Fund, a
band spokesman said. In case
of rain the car wash will be
held on September 24.
STAG NIGHT
Stag Night wIll be held
Thursday, September 15, at
6:30 p. m. at the Murray
Country Club. Buddy
Buckingham will be chairrrian
of the night activities and will
be assisted by John Gregory,
Bobby Johnson, and Chad
Stewart
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local merest at
noon today furnishes; to the Ledger &
limes by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av. +0.61
Airco 27% +
Am. Motors 4 +%
Ashland Oil 29% +
A. T. & T. 617,11
Ford Motor Co. 4441 As
Gen. Dyniunics •-• 54 uric
Gen. Motors  unc
Gen. Ilre 24% unc
Goodrich 21% unc
Gulf Oil 27% +%
Pennwalt 33%
22% uncQuaker Oats 
Republic Steel









Prices of mock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows:
Heublein Inc. 24 -%
McDonalds Corp. 41% -4
ponderosa Systems 13% +%
Kimbtrrly Clark 43% + ty
Union Carbide 0 + %
W R.Grace 27% -%
Tezaco a% +%




Jim Walters 27 Ay
Kirsch 16% iii-
Diane./  384 +L.
Franklin Mint. .9 J.,.
Hog Market
Federal Statealarlixt News Service 94.
ternber 14, 1
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 643 Est. 900 Barrows &
Gilts 500 higher Sows army 21 lower
US 1-2300-230 $40.75-41.00
US 1-3 210-240 lbs.  940.9040 76
US 2-4 seats um 1130.73-40.20
033-4 210410 lb.. 83941141. 75
Stara
US 14 V0410 Ha 
US t4300400 tbs. 
US 14 MOO lb..  
few 38.58






Church, Murray, urges the
public to hear Dr. Hendricks
at one of these special
programs and services.
Free for the Asking!
" write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENE COURSE
Box 307 Murray, M/42071
(As Advertised On T.V.)
Pharmacist has




Pharmacist Dan Smith of
-Burger's Drug Store in St.
Charles, Illinois is a NaturSlim
"believer" after losing 18 pounds
in just two weeks. After hear-
ing so much about the NaturSlim
program from customers and seeing
the excellent results they were
having, Dan decided to try it himself.
"In my many years as a pharmacist, I've
seen and tried numerous weight-loss plans,
but none have Worked as well for me as NaturSlim.
And NaturSlim is very nutritional too!:'
After three months, Dan has not regained any of the lost
pounds either, as so often happens when "rebounding" from star-
vation diet plans. He maintains his weight by taking NaturSlim
once daily. . . and eating normally otherwise.
Dan says, "It was surprisingly easy, too! I didn't havelerattend
any weigh-ins, starve myself or do any special exercises:"
With the NaturSlim program, there are no shots, drugs or long
lists of forbidden foods. In fact, you are encouraged to eat a
normal, well-balanced dinner every day.
The next time you are in the St. Charles area, stop by Burger's
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Entertaining Planned Around Concerts
By ANN UDDBERG
During the ?ears Jan and
Bill Wilson lived in Louisville
they discovered their best
parties were those that
revolved around local cultural
events. Their friends who had
husbands or wives who were
less than enthusiastic about
attending concerts, plays,
operas, or ballet looked for-
ward to and enjoyed them
more if they were with friends
and also well fed.
Jan has found that a buffet
supper before the concert or
afterArds, depending on the
day of the week and the time
of the concert to be ideal.
About 10 people were most
comfortable and easily ac-
commodated. She also found
that if two couples hosted the
affair together that it was
more fun and less work.
The most memorable
suppers were those that





rellenos with refried beans,
chicken enchiladas, chester's
tamales and homemade ice
cream.
Another popular evening
was when they invited
everyone home 'after the
concert for a dessert buffet
and coffee. Jan finds that
people are very excited and
eager to discuss the fine points
of the evening after a per-
formance.
The Murray Civic Music
Association program of five
concerts spread out from
October through April offer
many opportunities for en-
tertaining. Since subscribers
already have the tickets and
plan to attend the per-
formance, a get-together then
seems natural. When not
promoting MCMA, Jan enjoys
country living in Lynn Grove
with her husband, Bill, a local
doctor, their three-year-old
son. Richard, and a new boxer
puppy, Lady. Their home is
very special in that it formerly
belonged to Jan's paternal
grandfather. It is about 40-45
years old, their first home
having burned, and holds
many memories not only for
Jan, but also for the many
patients Dr. Jones treated
there.
Another interest Jan is
developing is gardening. She
has started quite a collection
of gardening books to help her.
She likes to try at least one
new vegetable each year. This
year she tried scaloppini
zucchini, but her major
success'- this year were okra
and bell peppers. Fortunately
Grandfather Lockhart is
around for consultation during
the growing season and for
help in plowing the garden
each spring.
Because Jan enjoys lear-
ning about cooking she has
taken gourmet cooking
classes both in Louisville and
in Murray. She likes being
1 exposed to other life styles and
trying various cuisines. The
best cooks are those who do
what they are most com-
fortable with, be it Haute
Cuisine or down home country
cooking.
But more important than
becoming an accomplished
cook is the art of serving. This
Jan has learned takes practice
until it becomes second
nature. Her guide in this
department is her mother,
Mrs. Conrad Jones. '
The very best recipes Jan
has acquired have come from
other good cooks, Most people
who are interested in cooking
and serving good food will
readily share their favorite
recipes with those who in-
dicate they are interested.
That is why Jan feels that
the "Murray Women's Club
Cook Books" are so good, no
one would dare give out a
recipe that was not one of their
very finest.
"The Joy of Cooking" and
-Nashville Seasons," by the
Nashville Junior League are
also among her favorites. The
newest addition to her cook-
book library has been "Bayou
Cuisine" by an Episcopal
Congregation in Mississippi.
Jan shares some of her
favorite buffet dishes with us
today and reminds readers
that the subscription drive for
this seasons Civic Music
Association Program ends
Friday. For more information
call 753-0711 between 9:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. and 753-1285




-Serves 6 as hor d'oeuvre
2 T. finely chopped onions
2 T. tomato paste
1 T. oil
h2 t. Oregano
2 C. refried beans
3 dashes Tabasco
Egg Batter beat 4 egg
whites until stiff, then add 4
egg yolks)
flour
"2 C.-1 c. sour cream
4 oz. grated cheddar cheese
1'2 jar hot chili peppers
salt and pepper to taste
Saute onions and tomato
paste in oil, add oregano and
cook a few seconds. Add the
beans and other seasonings.
Cook together a few minutes.
Clean chilies (about 1/2 jars
Trappey's Torrido peppers)
by removing stems and seeds.
Stuff with bean mixture. Flour
each pepper well and dip in
egg batter. Deep fry in oil until
golden brown. Drain on paper
towels. Arrange in greased
baking dish, cover with sour
cream and cheese. Bake in 350





RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. ( AP)
— In a 4 to 1 vote, the Logan
County school board has
proposed a 20 cent school tax
increase to upgrade all of the
county's high schools to
standard Or higher
accreditation.
The request for a
referendum on the November
ballot was approved Monday
night and today goes before
Logan Fiscal Court which is
required to submit the issue to
a public vote.
The State Board of
Elementary and Secondary
Education has given Logan
County until 1980 to reach the
standard ratinF at the five
high schools.
Officials said Lewisburg
already is at that level and
Auburn is close to the
standard. The three falling
short are • Chandlers,
Adairville and Olmstead.
Board Chairman Edward
Schweers of Lewisburg said
people in his part of the county
want to keep their local
school. He said he feels most
Logan countians have the
same attitude and the only
way to do it is to dttain the
required accreditation.
A board member from
Olmstead, Lynn Dawson, said
he felt it is impossible for the
three to reach the standard
rating because of low
enrollment. Dawson
contended there has not been
sufficient long range planning
and indicated he felt a central
high school might be the
ultimate answer.
Have a B on Appetite!
Come to the sidewalk cafe and flip
a crepe with us. Dine on french
pastries, tarts and quiche. Special
Viennese coffee served. Saturday.
September 17, 9700 am.fo 1700 p.m.










2 C. chicken broth
11/2 c. whole cream, on light
cream
1 C. grated yellow cheese
2 t. salt
4,3 t. pepper
1 t. lemon juice
Saute onions in margarine.
Blend in flour until smooth.
Add broth and cream, stirring
until smooth and thick. Add
cheese, salt, pepper, and
juice. Stir until cheese melts.




according - to package
directions. Chop 4-6 chicken
breasts that have been
poached and boned. On flat
tortilla sprinkle grated
cheese, chopped onion and
about 2-3 T. of chopped
chicken. Roll tortillas. Place
in buttered casserole dish and
pour all the above sauce on
top. Sprinkle more grated
cheddar cheese on top. Heat in










Scald milk, add corn meal
until thick. Next add salt,
baking powder, sugar and
butter. Beat egg yolks and add
to corn meal mixture. Beat
egg whites until it forms soft
peaks and fold into the batter.
Pour into well buttered
casserole. Bake in 375 deg.
oven for 25-30 minutes.
Nancy Jones' Quiche
1-9 inch deep dish pie shell
1 T. softened butter
12 slices Bacon, fried crisp
and crumbled









Rub pie shell with butter
and bake until golden brown.
Add bacon and cheese in
alternating layers. Cut chives
over this mixture. Then pour
in the cream and egg mixture,
with spices added.
Bake in preheated 425 deg.
oven for f5 minutes. Reduce
heat to 300 deg. and continue
baking for 40 minutes more. If
quiche starts browning too
Snyder Blasts
Uok's Pitch
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Harry Snyder, executive
director of the state Council on




recruiting that "has no place




said public schools supported
by public tax dollars should
not have to use "the Madison
Avenue approach to go out and
beat the bushes for students."
They referred to $20.000
worth of commercials carried
by Louisville area television
and radio stations during the
last three weeks of August.
However, James
McGovern, U of L public
information director, said the
school felt it necessary to let
people know tuition rates were
going down because of
increased state funding.
McGovern said advertising
to publicize opportunities at
U of L 'and increase
enrollment to show legislators
the school needs more money
is "probably one of the
better expenditures we
make."
Tfce nature of the, earth's in-
terior is now known only from
indirect evidence collected
from studies of rocks and min-
erals, seismic waves, heat flow
from the interior, the earth's
magnetic field and gravity, and
through comparisons of the
earth with other planets,' mete-
orites, the sun ancgoIher stars.
fast oover with brown paper.
Let quiche rest 10 minutes
before cutting. Serve as an
appetizer or light lunch-
supper dish with salad.
Baklava
lb. fila pastry (approx. 25-
30 sheets)
3,4 lb. chopped English walnuts
1 lb. unstated butter, melted





11/2 pts. warm water
1 t. lemon juice
Mix walnuts with cinnamon.
Butter a flat baking pan 91/2 x
13'2 or a regular flat cake pan.
Line it with sheet of pastry.
Brush lightly with melted
.butter. Add another sheet,
butter this and sprinkle lightly
with the cinnamon and nuts.
Add two more pastry sheets
brushed only with butter, then
another with butter and
walnuts. Repeat this iperation
until you have about 8-10
pastry sheets left. By this time
all the walnuts should have
been used up. Add the last
sheets brushed with butter.
Dip a sharp knife into boiling
vtaiv and score through the
first 4 sheets making squares
of a serving size. Sprinkle the
top sheet of pastry with water,
this is to prevent it from
curling upwards. Put the
Baklava in a moderate oven
and 'bake for about 11/2 hours.
Bake at 400 deg. for 10 minutes
then reduce over to 300 deg.
for 1 hour. Let cool before
adding the syrup. While the
baklava is baking, make the
syrup, takes about '2 hour.
Boil all the syrup ingredients
together until the mixture is
syrupy, but not too thick.
While it is still boiling pour it
slowly over the cooled
baklava. Cool again before
serving, by which time most of
the syrup should be absorbed.
Some cooks add a piece of
cinnamon to the syrup, others
sprinkle fila sheets with
Sugar.
COOKING, MUSIC ENTHUSIAST — Chocolate milk is not exactly your everyday
gourmet treat, but three-year-old Richard Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wilson of
Lynn Grove, seems to enjoy it anyway. Mrs. Wilson and Richard are shwon in the
WiTson'v country kitchen where theyll be entertaining guests following Murray Civic
Music Association concerts this fall. Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
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(PLEASE, DIANA, HOLD' YOUR
TEMPER. REMEMBER,
THIS 15 /1/5 COUNTRY.
HE 15 THE LAW!
rYOU ARE TO BE PRESENTED 70HIS EXCELLENCY, GENERAL TARA.YOU WILL ENTER ON YOUR HAND&
AND KNEES, PLEA5E.
WHAT ?.!






To End 6-Year Marriage
MONTGOMERY, Ala. ( AP)
— Gov. George C. Wallace has
decided to end a six-year
marriage to his wife, Cornelia,
who said she moved from the
executive mansion to avoid his
"vulgarity, threats and
abuse."
A divorce petition filed on
the governor's behalf alleges
that "there exists such a
complete incompatibility of
temperament" between the
Wallaces that they "can no
longer live together as man
and wife." It said further
attempts at reconciliation
are impractical or futile."
The petition, dated July 22
and filed Monday, was
identical in wording to an
unsigned document which was
made available to reporters
last month. Neither the
governor nor his attorney,
Maury Smith, would comment
on the proposed divorce.
Likewise, Mrs. Wallace and
her attorneys did not offer any
comment on the petition,
which stated incorrectly that
Mrs. Wallace was "presently
residing" in the executive
mansion with the governor.
Attorneys probe
Southgate Ruins
SOUTHGATE, Ky. (AP) —
Attorneys representing
survivors of victims of the
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire
have probed the ruined club
and obtained evidence, but
have declined to discuss what
they found.
More than '6- dozen
attorneys, accompanied by
electrical, metal and fire
experts, sifted through the
ruins for several hours
Monday.
Attorney William
Bertelsman said samples of
materials were removed, but
he would not elaborate. He
said information the samples
reveal will not be available
until laboratory tests are
made anyway.
The attorneys for the
survivors were watched by an
attorney and a photographer
representing the Richard
Schilling family, which owned
the club.
The Beverly Hills was
destroyed in a Memorial Day




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Last month's rains helped
Kentucky tobacco, raising the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimate of the
1977 burley crop from 425.1
million to 429.6 million pounds.
But new problems may mean
a lower estimate next month.
The crop should be worth
about $500 million to some
200,000 growers in the state,
according to the report
released Monday by the
USDA's Kentucky Crop and
Livest6ck Reporting Service.
James M. Koepper, chief of
the service, said it is too early
to predict the effects of new
problems of humidity and
resulting houseburn — rotting
of burley in the curing barns
— in the two weeks since data
was obtained for the USDA
estimate.
Ira Massie, tobacco
specialist at the University of
Kentucky, said houseburn
seems to have hit crops all
over the state this year.
NOTICE
Refuse Ordinance
The City of Murray Sanitation Department is making a determined effort to
remove unsightly rubbish, trash; etc. from the city limits. In order to efficiently
perform this service, the department is requesting the cooperation of all
citizens in conforming to the articles of Ordinance Number 375, published as
follows:
Accumulation of Refuse: It shall be unlawful for any person to cause or permit
the accumulation of refuse in, about or upon premises owned, occupied, or used
by them when and if such accumulation is unsightb,unsanitary, or hazardous
to the property, life, health, safety, or welfare of the public.
Maintaining Dump Ground:It shall be unlawful to deliver refuse to or upon private
property or to maintain a dump ground, either public or private, for the deposit
of garbage of any kind.
Disposal of Trash:It shall be unlawful for any person to dispose of trash Within
the corporate limits of the city or elsewhere, except at theland-fill site.
Scattering Refuse: It shall be unlawful for any person to throw, place, or scatter
any garbage, rubbish, trash or other refuse over or upon any premises, street or
alley, either Public or private, or adjacent thereto, an4 either with or without
the intent to later remove, or burn, or to suffer or permit from the accumulation
of refuse, any premises owned, occupied or controlled by any such person to
become or remain offeesive, unsanitary, unsightly, unsafe to public health, or
hazardous from fire.
Anyone Iowa m violatiom of any portion of Ordinance Number 375, shall, upon con:
viction be fined not less Hien five dollars ($5.00) NOR MORE THAN FIFTY DOLLARS
($50.00), and costs. EACH DAY a violative of,bis ordinance exists shall constitute.
new and separate offense.
City of Murray Sanitation Department
Jerry Wallace, Superintendent
A
She moved a week ago.
She would not confirm then
whether she planned to seek a
divorce; and Friday, after
conferring with her attorneys,
she insisted she had "no plans
yet" for such action.
Mrs. Wallace said, however,
she had instructed her
attorneys to "do what is
necessary to protect me."
The Wallaces were married
Jan. 4, 1971, only a few days
before he began his second
term as governor. Both had
been married before.
The governor's first wife,
Lurleen, died of cancer in May
1968, while serving as
Alabama's only woman chief
executive.
The second Mrs. Wallace, a
niece of former Gov. James E.
"Big Jim" Folsom, was
divorced from her first
husband.
Mrs. Wallace has two
children from her first
marriage; the governor has






















Clinically-tested weight loss plan
cOntains one of the most effective
chel-aids available without
prescerption
Talie oft pounds menes reluce le




































































































ts-D•f• (PADS 'A' NM MIMS
Fryer Wings 12 59'
NLATT
Turkey Wings 12 499
MON POW
Neck Bones 12 399
ECONOMY PAK SL,.
Fryer Livers u. 394
MONT=
Smoked Sausage 11. 89'
ONG COTTON NEAT 011
Beef Wieners PKG. 79'12 01.
99'
YlDS




Lunch Meats 12 0!. PKG.
21 OZ. $ 39
 KG.
STOCK THE FREEZER!
S LBS ROliND STEAK
5 LEIS PORK STEAK
5 LOS GROUND BEEF
LBS FRYER QUARTERS


















White Grapes ta 694
VS. NO. 1 ALL PURPOSE
Red Potatoes 20 it$169
Priem oNectivo On* Sept 20Ik.
Qiiwaily right rememt
Capyright 1977 The Kreger Co COST CUTTERS
MEAN LOWER PRICES
WE HAW WHAT WE • TISE IF AT ALL POSSUM'. If due to
conditions beyond our control re run out of an advertised
special, we substitute a comparable brand at a similar
savings or OW you a Rain Check for Ni. advertised symiol
at Ni. spacial price airtime within 30 days. WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL If you or ever dissatisfied with a Kroger








Sweet Corn  5 XS 69"
11/8100 CIOUNIERS Oa
Bell Peppers 5 Foe $1
MINI FANCY
Celery Hearts p:oe- 69,'






^seasBunch Carrots  FOR
f ANCT TEXAS
Yellow Onions 5 LM
MIIMISIPPI
Sweet Potatoes  29'
FANCY RONDA
Avocados 2 Kw $1
MN Mr
Red Peaches L. 594
WONSAN FIRM




Romaine Lettuce.... 3 eLol: $1
4. 99c
S. Gov't. Ovoidal Choice
PORTERHOUSE
rim STEAK;978
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
CUBE
STEAKS















































































n111111111111111.11170PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO ALL  THREECOUPON-7i11111111111111111
•IN WIWI KENNEL GOLDEN NUM 1810111








":TI: $ 1 29 Cake Mix
TILLAGE EAKM1 IIITTER(111157
White Bread 2 11% 884
DOOM MITTMAN" Olt INGMAR
2 1:0'. $1 White Bread 
1701.





  Assorted Revers Feeeteie








Dog Food  "it$4°9
MOON INNINISCOUNTRY MN
2Country Style Rolls 2 1ex: $1 Cheddar Cheese 




ThE. Weeks 2 AVONDALE seam
ns. C -F•stwe r WORTH 50' Frend Fries Pic. J 7 <zip
MONEY SAVERS 1N1R IMMO AND FOAMY
SAUCER ' "Age "Sala"' °NI= :7 MOSER PROM
''''' 'Grads's" Patten
CiguitcosT (um, COUPON le.VIPi al,(OST (OMIT ( OUPOPI CVP 9 OST I OM R TOuPoril;CAVPNIC Psi (i•fr i 1 p , (1,,Poy CVIPIP61:1[77Sji r UTTie IC;121. 091. I, T,
,..• - - - - 
S.- 
• 
411111C°"""MilrligliSIPPtilla'whlii 1 rij Mexican Dinners 
- Caisp Bitty Creek:171 Crow Smooth or Crenchy i
= CEREAL BOWL
'5 Waffles c Liz. $i
v CouponNo limit 
. You Pay T7 with Ca rcl'n coucior,"uP
mi7 
9c= L .2 29 Price
3 =ORM IL 0140 
Id PIGS. I
14 01. C C 4
:etr toward the purctose of .6= temete the Perches* ado == 
= ,•" WORTH 30' OFF -.7,-
. -.
BUTTER 
-•-' WORTH 10' OFF 'Er,' WORTH 10' OFF 6.:'.-7?-. KROGER POUND CAKE = .7 ' PE
SALTINES 
... toward the purchase of
o 171 oz boxof 
MD ....,
MD I.. MIX 
- -
_- ,
mi ci7k.bogof e:: 51b.bogof ... = Imeg . riv ..... ... fl. .....
I I C°. NE''. I 1 5 9 C 2  $ 259 I
ma: --YELLOW 4",== FRESH ill..-M
1-- = .-
= POPCORN :E GRAPEFRUIT it.
=_. ill 39cNI _LEE DETERGENTCHEER ''''•-• 1 LS.... ,...= =.7 '2.Ne PAIL1.1.• 4 ..
am with this capon. Limit orr - Am. with this coupon. Limit ems el. with Mil coupon lint owe. -62 = with this esc°uMrsept L.Z.: " tr..wie'' ai withasr"coupssopn, Em.? . one :me wit, this sthicion Limit othi .=an
Espies Sept. 20th. 1.- wis Wilms left 200. r...m Expires Sept. 20111. '"' im .ww,11•1 &Pim SPP1 20th 



































EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHTWE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY SATURDAY 'TIL 8 A.M. SUNDAYSHOP WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT FOR YOOI
J
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BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKED









EVERY HEALTH & BEAUTY
ND AT BIG JOHN'S IS
DISCOUNT PRICED!
.Su'Rec  Schick Super
I 9  




"im PETROLEUM 2b"'" 4
JELLY 31/4 °Z Fir 88'
Barrier $2.15 Clairol Happiness
Regular $2.75 Movies Deodorant
TAMPONS 30 0188
Regular $3.83 Berea & Slweablen New Size






Rsgeladris Close-Up 2.7 ea.
iIPASTE 2 For 88t
THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS OF
FREE CM
Grade A Medial

























14 oz 2 For
8o, 4 For
Coiled your set the easy
piece-a-week way_





Week 2 Bread 'n' Butter
Week 3 Cup
Week 4 Saucer
Week 5 _ Dessert Dish
This schedule will be repeated so you can
build a service for 8,10, or 12.
cASIIT "w '3700.00PO ""
804 Bush's Golden or White
HOMINY 









OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

















. _ 2407. 611. 
88C
Hyde Park
WASTE BAG nct bo, 88'
Cashmere Bouquet Bath liar
SOAP  5 oz. bar 41o, 88'
I Prairie Farms
BUTTERMILK 
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--"MingEPIrzsimPststiglAsofweis.
an
SHOULDER Fresh Whole Pork
Big John






3' SLICED BOLOGNA lib.
Kuntry Fresh Economy Pak
CHICKEN BREAST 
Kuntry Fresh Chicken
DRUMSTICKS Economy Falk lb.
Kuntry Fresh Economy Pak




BIG JOHN'S MIX'EN AND FIVENS FOR CHICKEN AND APPLES
3 Golden Delicious Apples
1% Cups Hyde Park Orange Juice
1 Cup Sugar
2 Tablespoons Realemon Juice
2 Fryers, Cut Up
Salt and Pepper
Wesson Oil For Frying
% Cup Ocean Spray Cranberry-Orange-Relish
Halve and core apples. Combine orange juice, sugar, and lemon juice in saucepan. Bring to a bolt simmer 5 minutes. Pour over
apples. Season chicken, brown quicidy in hot oIL Mace in baking dish and bake for 1 hour at 350 deg. F.
During last 30 minutes of baking, add apples and glut. Baste apples and chicken frequently with glaze. To serve, fill centers of
apples with relish. Arrange with chikcen, Feeds family of 4.













Has Breast, Legs, Thighs




PORK ROAST Sew Trim Lied 6138
CHUCK ROAST'. &Bigelow"' 'I how 64.138
RUMP ROAST v. s.egiotRoled b.$178
Iaob SSW Into Shah
BOSTON
Kuntry Fresh





















‘, $12812./ p,s  •
14o, (up 69'
88'








U.S. No. 1 Rod




ONIONS 3. Bag 48' Jumbo Fang












Rod or Golden Illaeis 0111eions
1
- , APPLES
3 Lb' 8" 88'
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15 Articles For SalecoNTINUED FROM
PAGE 8-A
5 Lost And Fi,ind
LOST ONE large black
and white male cat in




HELP WANTED to work
as warehouseman and
part time counter sales
help. Send resume to
Box 32T.
HELP WANTED • a wash
and lube person. Full




ladies ready to wear
lingerie-foundations.
Three to five days a
week. Send resume to
Box 32 V, Murray.
WANTED CABINET
naker - capable to
complete charge of .
shop. Apply in person,











TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable of
earning $3004500 per
month. Possibly from










under age 35, for local
professional office.
Some typing required.





full time secretary. Send
to P.O. Box 491, Murray,
Ky.
LADIES TO SERVE as
'hostess up to $20.00 per
: hours in your home. Call










time, car, • and Polaroid
camera needed to make
insurance reports. Ideal




P.O. Box 394, Louisville,
K. 40201.
9 Situations Wanted
SU STUDENT wis es o
find part time jAnitoria!
• work' after school.
'Nights and-or weekends.
Reliable and efficient.








A SHALLOW well putbp
and tank. Call 436-5830.
SMALL TWO bedroom
house in city. Near
shopping center. Call
753-5814.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANTED TO BUY good
used Winchester .22
single shot rifle. Call
Ray Wallace 759-1432
evenings.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.




rugs and baby bed. All in
excellent conditidn.







suits, coats, sizes 14.
Leather short coat. Call
753-4639 after 6 p m.
SALE - all fuel chimney,








home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
35 4' x 8' SHEETS of
paneling. $3.00 per
sheet. Call 753-0649.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3r4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch: . Paint.
Styrofoam insulation -
'2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks -starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
66.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. kir green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
SALE - FRANKLIN





Reored, reedy to use. Or ha • U-Build end serve. Complete ad
needy to assemble hi op to 24:60 steward, but will precut ma site
waded. Shop the rest thee can to Costae Bea eel bey the bat
for loss.




On Highway 94 East just 31/2 miles from town.
This is presently used as living quarters and has
electric baseboard heat, wall to wall carpet, 2
large bedrooms, nice bath, and a 28x40 foot shop
building attached. Has really nice range,
refrigerator and window air conditione included.
Also has TV antenna and tower nearly new. The
price is RIGHT. $21,500.00.
Guy Spann Realty
YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 75 3-77 24
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jock Persoll, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
T.C. Collie, 753-5122 Ray Reeves, 753-2437
1-TAPPAN Microwave




washer, gold $18.013 per





NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.








items. See at Roy's
Shop, next to the Drive
In Theatre.
16. Home Furnishin s
FOR SALE large upright





I-G.E. 12 Cu. ft., white
refrigerator-freezer.
$14.00 per ,month WAC.












oven range. $200. Call
492-8203 after 4 p.m.
ONE COUCH and chair
for sale. Can be seen at
1505 Hermitage after
3:30.
MAPLE DESK and chair
for sale, $35. Large sofa,
$95. Boys 26" bicycle,
$15. Call 753-1877 or 753-
4074. -
SIX PIECE dinette set.
Brown and gold. .; $25.
Call 753-0475.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.










IHC 105 COMBINE with
10 ft1 header, pickup
reel, header control,




51 North, Troy, Tenn.
901-932-2151.
ONE ROW FORD corn
picker, and 20 ft. corn
elevator. Call 527-8895 or
753-2276.
20 Sports Equipment
RAND NEW 12 gauge
Ithaca featherlight
pump shotgun. Model 37,
never been fired. Gun
case included. $125. Call
489-2418.
COMPLETE FISHING
rig 14' semi-V heavy
-"Aluminum boat, trailer,
20 h.p. Johnson, foot
control trolling motor
and low range fish
locater. Also cattle
racks for GMC 1,WB
pickup. Call 498-8151.
10 SPEED BICYCLE in
good shape. Shallow
well pump in good
condition. Call 435-4391.
BALDWIN PIANOS an
organ's. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post office, Paris,
Tennessee.
EXPRESS YOURSELF
• through Music. Learn to




for 45 minuses Begin-




7 FREE -AlTermite ainspection
Certified Iv IRA
Avoid CP* NPR Rispirs
Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
Nom* AAP sprawl rses
pars. FP sip my ammo .11
is 11APP.






made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthockedic or foam.








1-19 inch Zenith Color




1-10 inch G.E. colon
portable TV., $14.00 per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
1-Repossessed Zenith
Console stereo with AM-
FM stereo, 8 track tape
and record changer,
$14.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
NEW 19" Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
NEW 19" Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music.
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 66 3 BEDROOM, 1
acre lot. Near East
Elementary. $7500. Call
753-8657.











heat and air, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths.
Located at Riviera Cts.
$4,500. Call 489-2729.
12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.
1973 HOLIDAY 12 x 65 3
bedroom, 2 baths,,
central air, washer and
dryer; *11 electric. Like
new. See at Riviera Ct.
753-3280 before 5, 436-
5524 after 6.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
N a BILE HOME spaces.
Fox Meadows.
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




shop 600 sq. ft. Good
condition. Call 753-8216
5
32 Apartments For Rent
PRIVATE, NICE, carpet
furnished 4 room gas
heat, electric air and







ment close to campus
for 2 or 3 college girls.
Phone 753-5865, after
6:00 call 753-5108. •









Utility room and bath.




at noon or after 5, 753-
4109.





34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished house in country.
Gas heat and air con-
dition. Couple preferred.
Call 753-7671. 
FOUR BEDROOM 2 full
baths, acre yard in
town. $300. Deposit
required. Call 7534086.
36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack - 7 5 3-8 8 5 0
between 8 and 5.
37 Livestock Supplies
BEAUTIFUL 2% YEAR
old Bay Quarter horse
I gelding. Ready for







AKC, black or yellow.
Joe R. Davis,-$27-9279.
STUD SERVICE for Toy
Poodle in exchange for
pick of litter. Call 753-
5163.
HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday. Sep-
tember 16 and 17.
Puryear, TN west Main
Street. Time 9 a.m. - ?
Lots of children clothes
and shoes, size 24
months to size 6. Lots of
mens and womens
clothing, all purpose and
winter dress coats.
Household items, some
furniture and a mini-
bike.
SIX PARTY Yard Sale,
Friday and Saturday.
Highway 121 West end of
Coldwater. Quilt tops,
braid rugs, lots of odd
depression glass, much
oprn rose, hand ice
cream freezer, pictures,





Sale, Friday 16 and
Saturday. 9 a.m. Avon
bottles, antiques,
bicycles, 4 Poodle dogs,
cheap trucks. lots of
everything. Go out 94
East to Lakestop
Grocery, turn left in
front the store on




Yard Sale. Loads of 5
cents and 10 cents items.
Clothes, some furniture,
tools, mens suits, size 44,
lots of miscellaneous.
Saturday, September 17,
505 South 7th 8-?
SIX PASTY Rummage
Sale, September 16 and
17 at American Legion
Hall., Avon, infants
through adult clothing,




ARAGE SALE, rain or
shine Friday and
Saturday at the H and R
Block building, 903
Arcadia across from







located only % block






garden area. This is an
unequalled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are working hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and Over 1303 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
within minutes of Ky.
Lake. Priced in mid
teens. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We provide a




fortable 2 bedroom brick
home on large lot 6 miles
west of Murray. Solid
construction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat borne










miles South of Murray
with central heat and
air, family room,
fireplace and redwood
deck on "2 acre lot. Mid




about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.
HOUSE AND 4% acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced, to sell











division. Just a short
distance from the water.










*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
et ADiNC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
6HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday light, 641 Anetlei Neese, Paris, Tom
This week lots of glass, most all 'kinds,
washstand, love seat, old oak mantle, odd tables,
chairs, beds, 3 piece bedroom suite, living room
suite, writing desk, old candy case, pictures,
trunks, old wind-up Victrola, buffet, lots more.
Shorty McBride-No. 247 Auctioneer •
13 Real Estate
BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 2% bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpel,
fireplace in family





in 60's. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Duplex & fourplex
lots with all utilities in
Stadium View Sub-
division. Call or see
James D. Futrell Real
Estate Dev. 405 S. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. Day
753-7668 Night 753-2394.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Tenn. Lake cproperty to
qualified party - im-
mediate occupancy.
Quiet, comfortable,
private, within 350 yards
of water. Three corner
wooded lots. All electric




dryer, central heat and
air, 8' x 12' utility room









100' x 380' LEVEL lots.
Choice of two, for only
$2,650 each. Located 5
mi. South of Murray on




GROWN KIDS - Keep
them well rested in one
of 4 bedrooms, well fed
in the eat-iii kitchen,
watered down in one of
the 2 bathrooms, well
adjusted in the
basement rec room.
What's for you? 2
fireplaces, shag car-
peting, 7 closets and
peace of mind because it
doesn't cost a fortune.
Priced in the 20's.
Loretta Jobe Realtors,
753-1492.
FOR SALE - Brick
Duplex. Three
bedrooms on 1 side, 2
bedrooms on other.
Carpet, electric heat, air
condition, disposals,
built-in electric stoves.
Owner will finance. Call
753-7861 days, 753-5079
nights.
IN HAZEL - Live in a
country atmosphere in
well-kept older home




living area with outside
storage. Let us show you
this comfortable home.
Call or come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.
1707 OLIVE. 3 BR 2 bath
:brick home 2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs apartment and
detached apartment.
Should rent for $200
monthly. $49,500. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate. 753-
3263 anytime.
FOR SALE by owner -
Lake front & lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Bluff Shores also lots on
Barkley Lake. Terms
available. James D.
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
405 S. 4th St., Murray.
Ky. Day 753-7668 night
753-2394.
REALTORS -
South 12th et Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531561
44 lots For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWN
- Large shaded lot on
Doran Rd. 1.14 Acres or
180 x 275. Could well be
the best lot left in
Murray. James D.
Futrell, 405 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. Day 753-
7668 or night 753-2394.
EXCELLENT QUALITY
1969 Chevrolet pickup
short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
45. Farms For Sale
48 ACRE FARM. Ap-
proximately 35 acres
tendable, tobacco, corn
and bean land. Off High-
way 121, 2 miles N. of
Coldwater on 1836. Call
489-2131.
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
NICE NEW four bedroom
house with 2% baths,
family room with
fireplace and formal
dining room. Priced in








cylinder. Like new 4,000
miles. Will sell outright
or take over payments.
Ca1l-753-4529 from 7 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
MINI BIKE. Just like
new. Call 753-8200.
MB KZ 400 S Kawasaki
plus 2 helmets. $700. Call
759-1047.
1972 YAMAHA motor-
cycle for sale or trade.
Excellent condition.
Must sell. Call 753-4865
after 6 p.m.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
49.Used Cars 8, Trucks
1971 CHEVELLE Malibu.
New tires. good con-
dition, 3400 miles, AM-
FM, 8 track stereo,
power steering, air
condition, just tuned up.




10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs
work. Call 3544206 after
4 p. m.
For That Choice Real Estate You Are Looking For
se. ROBERTS- REALTY Todd,
Be your own man on your Mini-farm containing 8
acres and 3 bedroom frame house located just off
the Irvin Cobb Road. Ideal for the young family.
Looking for an inexpensive home near the lake..
You can move into this 3 bedroom home in
Panorama immediately. Bring your checkbook
when you look for the price is a low $18,000.00.
Lovely 3 bedroom brick home has 2 beaths, cen-
tral gas heat, huge den with cozy fireplace, and a
kitchen with all built-ins, and LOTS of cabinets.
Your husband will love the workhop out back as
well as the '10 X 60 patio complete with gas grill.
This home has the comfort you are looking to call
your own.
Buy This duplex and let your tenant make the
payment. Located on Dodson Ave., with 2
bedrooms in each apartment. Cannot be built
now for what the wooer is asking... .only
828,500.00. CALL NOW!!
Can you believe a 4 bedroom brick home for only
$34,500.00.. We have one for you. Ladies, you
will go for the compact kitchen complete with
range, dishwasher, and refrigerator. This home -
will not be on the market long at this price. Call
before your friends do!
Neat little 3 bedroom home on Belmont Court
with big trees and your own private park in the
back. Ideal for a couple with young children.
Beautiful building lot with trees on Williams
Street, $5500. Nice lot in Sherwood Forest, $1600.
Beautiful building lot with trees on Williams
Street, $5500.
Nice lot in Sherwood Forest, $1600.
75X 224 lot on N. 17th St., $3600.
Large, comfortable, well built are just a few wor-
ds to describe this outstanding home. You will be
warmed by central gas heat and TWO fireplaces.
3 to 4 bedrooms, 2% baths and large basement.
All this in town on nearly a big acre of land. If
you are tired of the same old thing, you will love
this home. -Shall I make you an appointment
now
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49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 VOLKSWAGEN. Call
435-4115 after 5 p.m.
LOCAL TRUCK, Heavy
Duty 1975 Dodge pickup,
double power,
automatic. Average
retail $3,945, will sell for
$2,975. call 436-5680 after
6 p.m.
1973 PONTIAC Grand
Am. Two door. Air
condition. AM-FM
stereo radio. Call 753-
0443, after 5 p.m.
1968 CAMARO stock with
Ralley wheels. Call 492-
8 1975 OLDS CUTLASS224 after 5:30. 
Supreme. Call 753-6581.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 FORD LTD, red with
white half vinyl roof.
Power steering, brakes-
and air. $4,050. C411 435-
4238 after 5 p. rnt,
•
FOR"' EIENT - New
economy car, full-size





with air. In good
condition with insulated
topper. Call 1-354-6217
after 4 p. m.
1963 3'4 TON Ford truck.
Just wrecked. 230 cu. in.
4 speed. All but body in
excellent condition.
Must sell $100. Call 753-
5058 after 4 p.m.
TVR 1974 British hand
built sports car. Blue,
sun roof limited edition.


























is now working at Leta's Beauty Salon,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday.
1600 Dodson Ave. Call now for ap-
pointment 753-8282.
_elks 3E' X la
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 V. W. SQUARE-
BACK, 52,000 miles. Runs
good. 81000. Call 759-
1447.
1967 MUSTANG, good
shape inside and out.
Call 753-0066 or 753-2484
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between 5 and 7 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1975 GRAND PRIX. Red :
with white top, all
power, air condition,
factory tape, new tires. _
Local car. $3795. Call -
after 6 p. m. 753-4469.
1969 DATSUN pickup.
$750. Call 753-8124.
1971 V.W. SUPER Beetle.
With air. Good con-
dition. $900. Call 753-
0797.
1975 FORD 3 TON truck.
Four wheel drive. Model
250. Large tires, straight





tape, air, radial tires,
excellent condition. Also
1970 Duster, 6 cylinder,
automatic, one owner,
low mileage. Call 436-
2427.
1915 FORD PICKUP.
Custom cab, nice: 6
cylinder, straight shift.
$750. Call 753-8124.
1971 FORD PINTO, 39,800















exterior. By the hour or







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x




ficient service. NO job












WILL HAUL LIME or










home or industrial. Call









steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number I
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July











437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
*NOTICE *
Effective Oct. 1, 1977, the Murray
Sanitation Dept. will no longer accept the
use of 55-gallon drums as refuse con-














roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
81 trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor










Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.






on any type of furniture.
Free estimates. Call 753-
9753.
WOULD LIKE to babysit




year old would like to
babysit children





















after 5 p. m.
DRIVEWAYS and
parking area white











condition for a Ashley




FREE KITTENS red and
silver tabby or striped.
Housebroken. Call 436-
5502.
• Privacy Is Priceless
4 bedroom home and 20 acres just listed. Frame
home in lovely wooded area with approximately
10 tendable acres. Good location 8 miles nor-
thwest of Murray. For more information phone
us anytime at 753-1222. We are working hard to






The Friendly Office With The Professional Touch"
403 N. 5th Street-A real money maker! Duplex
with upstairs apartment. Owner's apt has 3
bedrooms, living room, dining room, gas heat,
central electric air. Both rental units are com-
pletely furnished. All in excellent condition.
Take a look at this outstanding investment
property today.
1622 College Farm Road-Newly wed or Retired!
Not an inch of wasted space in this comfortable
6room, 3 bedroom brick. New carpeting and
drapes throughout this attractively decorated
spotless home. Be sure to see this one. Only
$29,500.00.
15av
3 Miles West of Murray-Quality, spacious 3
bedroom brick with entry foyer, formal living
room, large den with fireplace, 2 baths, central
electric heat and air. Large double garage with
storage. On 2 level acres just off Hwy 94 West on










Hwy. 641 N.-Only a short distance from city.
Country comfort in this newly decorated 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick, large living-dining room
with Franklin fireplace. Built-in kitchen includes
double oven range, dishwasher, compactor.
Situated on 3 level acres with barn at rear of lot.
gaidgir
In Providence Community-Approx. 7 miles from
Murray. Very nice 2 bedroom with economical
gas heat. Many quality features including plush
carpeting, range, exhaust fan, refrigerator. I
acre lot, large garage with workshop. Only
$24,900.00.
645 N. 4th Street-Attractive and desirable coun-
try-like place in the city. Aluminum siding 2 or 3
bedroom house in peak condition. Electric heat,
wall-to-wall carpeting, draperies. Standing on
beautiful tree-studded 1 acre lot.
807 N. 17th Street-Neat 2 bedroom brick with.
electric heat, air conditioner wall-to-wall car-
peting, draperies, carport, and outside storage
building. Neighborhood convenient to Murray
State University. Comfortable living at a com-
fortable price. Only 826,900.00.
Hwy 94 West-Want a nice country home plus
yearly income. See this neat, 3 bedroom home,
electric heat, carpeted den, ample closets in kit-
chen, nice dining area, on 30 tillable acres all ten-
dable and productive. Check on this today.
1617 Catalina Drive-Perfect for the young
growing family. 1440 Sq. ft. 3 bedroom brick.
Large kitchen has snack bar and separate dinet-
te. Panelled den with fireplace opens onto
private rear porch. Chain link fenced rear yard.
Priced at $31,900.00.
"The Problem ofvers in Real Estate"
753-8080
Member of Multiple Listing




new 3 bedroom, 2 bath trick has formal dining
room, cozy den with fieplace, ample closet
space, custom draperies. Quality appliances in
kitchen. Economical heat pump, many extras. •
High 40's.
In Hazel-Live in a country atmosphere in well-
a kept older home with 4 bedrooms, 11/2 baths on
beautifully landscaped lawn with many trees.
Spacious living area with outside storage. Take a
look at this cozy and comfortable home today.
The price is comfortable, too. Only $21,900.00.
Hwy. 121 South-Longing for the peace and quiet
of gracious country living Then look at this-
lovely 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath home with study,
family room, game room, and 201/2 acres.
Heatolator in fireplace, unusual amount of
storage, fruit trees in yard are added features.
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WEEK OF SAVINGS ON
2 PYREX WARE SETS!
SAVE UP To 40% I
It's THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!"
WIN. . . Free Cash
Bankroll!
1200


















12 i;i0ON- 9 PM 1
 SOUTHSIDE IGA
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 20, 1977
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS.

































































Lk I BONELESS RUMP or
Li.39( SIRLOIN TIP ROAST UCHOICE.S.
$119 
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK 
TRAIL BLAZER





































































FOR IT... FIRST TIME
IN WESTERN KENTUCKY &
WEST TENNESSEE
"It's The Total On
The Tape That Counts!"
-People.
MARS•MILKY WAY*3 MUSKETEERS
SNICKERS*1 Lb PKG
CANDY 
/ 49BARS
